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ABSTRACT
This paper is concerned with the estimation of covariance matrices in the
presence of heteroskedastictty and autocorrelation of unknown forms. Currently
available estimators that are designed for this context depend upon the choice
of a lag truncapion parameter and a weighting scheme. Results in the litera-
Cure provide a condition on the growth rate of the lag truncation parameter as
T -» «° that is sufficient for consistency. No results are available, however,
regarding the choice of lag truncation parameter for a fixed sample size,
regarding data-dependent automatic lag truncation parameters, or regarding the
choice of weighting scheme. In consequence, available estimators are not
entirely operational and the relative merits of the estimators are unknown.
This paper addresses these problems. Upper and lower bounds on the asymp-
totic mean squared error of each estimator in a given class are determined and
compared. Asymptotically optimal kernel/weighting scheme and bandwidth/lag
truncation parameters are obtained using a minimax asymptotic mean squared
error criterion. Higher order asymptotically optimal corrections to the first
order optimal bandwidth/lag truncation parameters are introduced. Using these
results, data-dependent automatic bandwidth/lag truncation parameters are de-
fined and are shown to possess certain asymptotic optimality properties.
Finite sample properties of the estimators are analyzed via Monte Carlo simu-
lation.
I. INTRODUCTION
This paper considers heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation consistent
(HAC) estimation of covariance matrices of parameter estimators in linear and
nonlinear models. A prime example is the estimation of the covariance matrix
of the least squares (LS) estimator in a linear regression model with hetero-
skedastic, temporally dependent errors of unknown forms. Other examples in-
elude covariance matrix estimation of LS estimators of nonlinear regression
models and unit root models and of two and three stage least squares and gen-
eralized method of moments estimators of nonlinear simultaneous equations
models. HAC estimators have found numerous applications recently in the macro -
economic, financial, and international financial literature, e.g., see Campbell
and Clarida (1987), Mishkin (1987), and Hardouvelis (1988).
The paper has several objectives. The first is to analyze and compare the
properties of several HAC estimators that have been proposed in the literature,
see Levine (1983), White (1984, Ch. 6), White and Domowitz (1984), Gallant
(1987, pp. 551, 573), Newey and West (1987), and Gallant and White (1988, Ch.
6). Currently only the consistency of such estimators has been established.
In consequence, the relative merits of the estimators are unknown.
The second objective is to make existing estimators operational by deter-
mining suitable values for the lag truncation or bandwidth parameters that are
used to define the estlmators. At present, no guidance is available regarding
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the choice of these parameters for a given finite sample situation." This is a
serious problem, because the performance of these estimators depends greatly on
the choice of lag truncation or bandwidth parameters. Given the lack of theor-
etical guidance available, it is not surprising that common choices for these
2
parameters in applications are not appropriate. For example, in cases where
the errors are known to be m-dependent, it is not uncommon to see the Newey-
West estimator used with the lag length set equal to m or some multiple of m.
This rule for choosing the lag length is inappropriate in general and actually
yields an inconsistent estimator.
The third objective of the paper is to obtain an optimal estimator out of
a class of kernel estimators that contains the HAC estimators that have been
proposed in the literature. The optimal estimator, called a quadratic spectral
(QS) estimator, is obtained using a minimax optimality criterion. Both fixed
bandwidth and automatic bandwidth estimation procedures are considered.
The fourth objective of the paper is to investigate the finite sample per-
formance of the asymptotically optimal kernel and bandwidth parameters. Monte
Carlo simulation is used. Different kernels and bandwidth parameters are com-
pared. In addition, kernel estimators are compared with standard covariance
matrix estimators.
The class of kernel HAC estimators considered here includes estimators
that give some weight to all T-l lags of the sample autocovariance function.
Such estimators have not been considered previously. As it turns out, the
optimal estimator is of this form.
The consistency of kernel HAC estimators is established under much weaker
conditions on the growth rate of the lag truncation/bandwidth parameter S^ than
is available elsewhere. Instead of requiring S^, - o(T"/^) or 0(T*'"), as in
the papers referenced above, or S^, - o(T*/"), as in Keener, Kmenta, and Weber
(1987), we Just require S^, - o(T) as T -> <». For the Newey-West estimator these
results are of particular interest because the optimal growth rate of S^, for
this estimator is shown to be T~/~, which is larger than previous consistency
results allow. (Keener, Kmenta, and Weber's (1987) results do not apply to the
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Newey-West estimator.) Our results also provide rates of convergence of the
estimators to the estimand. These rates differ for different choices of kernel
and bandwidth parameter S,p.
To achieve the objectives outlined above, the general approach taken in
this paper is to exploit existing results in the literature on kernel density
estimation--both spectral and probability--whenever possible. For this pur-
pose, the following references are particularly pertinent: Parzen (1957),
Prlestley (1962), Epanechnikov (1969), Deheuvels (1977), Sacks and Ylvisacker
(1981), Sheather (1986), Betrao and Bloomfield (1987), and Hall and Marron
(1987b, c).
Robinson (1988) recently has considered the choice of bandwidth parameters
for kernel covariance matrix estimators for linear regression models with
errors that are conditionally and unconditionally homoskedastic. The estimat-
ors that he considers exploit the homoskedasticity of the errors, and hence,
differ from the kernel HAC estimators considered here. Robinson's approach to
the choice of bandwidth parameter also differs from that considered here, be-
cause we consider "plug-in" automatic bandwidths, whereas he considers cross-
validated automatic bandwidths. Each approach has some advantages.
We now comment on the usefulness of HAC estimators in econometric prac-
tice. First, as is well known, positive autocorrelation of the errors in
linear regression models dramatically increases the variance of the LS esti-
mator in a way that is not captured by the standard LS covariance matrix
estimator. In addition, heteroskedasticity can cause a substantial bias, posi-
tive or negative, for the standard LS covariance matrix estimator. The same
problems with standard covariance matrix estimators arise with a host of other
parameter estimators in linear and nonlinear models with single and multiple
equations, see the references above.
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To exemplify the severity of the problem with autocorrelation, consider a
simple linear regression model with homoskedastic first order autoregressive
(AR(1)) regressor and error, each with the same AR parameter p. In this model,
the ratio of the true variance of the LS slope parameter estimator to the vari-
ance given by the standard formula for independent errors is approximately
(1 + p~)/(l - p~). Hence, for p S .3 the standard formula yields a substantial
downward bias. For example, for p - .7 and .9, the standard formula understates
the true variance by factors of approximately three and ten, respectively.
Second, an alternative to the use of a HAC estimator is to specify a fin-
ite dimensional parametric model for heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation and
to use the covariance matrix estimator that corresponds to this model. Although
this approach is much preferred to ignoring heteroskedasticity and autocorrela-
tion, it has several drawbacks. One usually has little information available
regarding the form of heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation. In consequence,
the choice of parametric model is difficult and subject to considerable error.
Furthermore, if the finite dimensional parametric model is incorrect, the cor-
responding covariance matrix estimator generally is inconsistent. HAC estimat-
ors avoid these problems.
Third, if one does specify a finite dimensional parametric model for het-
eroskedasticity and autocorrelation, then a HAC estimator still can be useful.
It can be used to capture any heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation remaining
in the data due to misspecification of the parametric model.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes
the estimation problem of concern and introduces notation and definitions re -
garding the class of kernel HAC estimators under study. Section 3 presents
upper and lower bounds on the asyaptotic variance, bias, and mean squared error
of kernel HAC estimators. Section 4 establishes the optimality of a particular
5
kernel, viz., the QS kernel, under an asymptotic minimax criterion, using the
results of Section 3. Section 5 determines first order and higher order asymp-
totically optimal bandwidth/lag truncation values under a minimax criterion
using the results of Section 3. Section 6 extends the results to the standard
case where parameters, such as regression parameters, are estimated. Section 7
Introduces a method for data-dependent "automatic" determination of the band-
width parameter. The estimators based on these automatic bandwidth parameters
usually are the most appropriate for use in practice. Section 8 establishes
the asymptotic mean squared error properties of these estimators and gives an
asymptotic optimality property for them. Section 9 presents Monte Carlo re -
suits regarding the finite sample behavior of the estimators considered in
earlier sections. Section 10 provides a summary of the results of the paper.
An appendix contains proofs of results given in the paper.
Those interested primarily in the definition of the preferred HAC estimat-
or should read Section 2 up to equation (2.8) and Section 7. The preferred
estimator is a kernel estimator that uses the QS kernel and an automatic band-
width procedure. If computational time is a binding constraint, the Parzen
kernel can be used in place of the QS kernel.
2. A CLASS OF ESTIMATORS
To motivate the definition of the estimand given below, consider the
linear regression model and LS estimator:
Y^ - X;^ + U,, t - 1, . . . , T, 0 - ( S X,X;)~1 S X,Y, , and
*t-l t fc' t-1
(2.1)
var^e-e,)) - jtj^j ^ JEU^(U^)-[^X^J .
Since X^ is observed, consistent estimation of Var(./T($ - ^n)) Just requires a
-t ' , T T
.consistent estimator of ^ S S EU_X_(UJC,.) ' .
TS^1 t:l"s"sv~t"t/ ' .
More generally, many parameter estimators 9 in nonlinear dynamic models
satisfy




B^, is a nonrandom r x p matrix, V^(.9) is a random p-vector for each 9 e Q c R'',
P is the underlying distribution generating the data, and "obvious" estimators
A ' A A
B,, exist such that B^, - B^ -^-+ 0 as T -* «. The estimators B^, usually are just
A
sample analogues of B^ with 9^ replaced by 9. See Hansen (1982), Gallant
(1987, Ch. 7), Gallant and White (1988), and Andrews and Fair (1988) for the
treatment of broad classes of parameter estimators and models that satisfy
these conditions." Since consistent estimators of B^ exist, one can estimate
A
the "asymptotic variance" of J^(9 - 6^), viz., B^J^^B^, if one has a consistent
estimator of J^,n. In consequence, we concentrate our attention on the estima-
tion of J^,p.
The primary ingredient of J^,n is the vector V^($). . In the case of LS es-
timation of a linear regression model, V^($) - (Y^ - X^)X^. In the case of LS
estimation of a nonlinear regression model, V^.(.9) - (Y^ - g(X^., $))^g(X^, $) ,
t. Qff t
where g(X ,6) is the regression function. In the case of pseudo-ML estimation,
V (9) is the score function for the t-th observation. (That is, it is the de-
rivative of the log likelihood function for the t-th obseryation conditional on
the earlier observations.) In the case of Instrumental variables estimation of
a dynamic nonlinear simultaneous equations model, V^(^) is the Kronecker pro -
duct of the vector of model equations evaluated at 6 with the instrumental var-
tables. In the case of unit root models, the LS estimator does not satisfy
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(2.2). Nevertheless, one still needs to estimate the value of an expression
that has the same form as J^ with V,(ff) - Y^ - Y^ , or V^(^) - Y^ - $Y, ,,
where (Y,.) is the unit root process under investigation, see Phillips (1987).
By change of variables, the estimand J^ can be rewritten as
T-l




S EpV^_., for j ^ 0
Lt-j+l r '- l-~J
FTP <J)
Li.Epvt+jvt for j" °
and V - V (? )' t - 1, .. . , T.
Define the sample size T soectral density matrix to be
T-l
(2.4) f^(A) - ^ S r^(j)e~ijA for Ae[-^,»r],
-TPV"/ 2^__^TPV
where i - /^T. The estimand J,^ equals 2n times the sample size T spectral
density matrix evaluated at \ - 0. If (V } was a mean zero second order sta-
tionary sequence, then the limit as T-> <*> of f^o(A) would equal the spectral
density matrix of [V } as it is ordinarily defined. With the given definition
of f (A), however, (V ) need not be second order stationary. In fact, for
many applications of interest, {V^} is not second order stationary. For
example, in the linear regression model with estimation by LS, V - U X^.
Hence, if the regressors are fixed or the errors are unconditionally hetero-
skedastic, then (V } is not second order stationary,
The fact that J is proportional to the sample size T spectral density
matrix at A - 0 motivates the use of spectral density estimators to estimate
J^Q. For the case of stationary (V^($)) sequences, Hansen (1982, p. 1047) and
Phillips and Ouliaris (1988) already have suggested using the latter to esti-
mate J^,^,. Furthermore, it is easy to show that in the second order stationary
context with known 9^ the estimators of White (1984), Gallant (1987), and Newey
and West (1987) correspond to the "truncated periodogram,n Parzen, and modified
Bartlett spectral density estimators, respectively, evaluated at A - 0. The
aforementioned authors have established consistency of their estimators, how-
}
ever, in the more general context in which (V (?)} Is non-stationary and 9^ is
unknown.
The class of estimators we consider corresponds to Parzen's (1957) class
of kernel estimators of the spectral density matrix. We consider estimators of
the form











vf ~ vt^)' k^*^ is a real-valued kernel in the set K^ defined below, and S is
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a bandwidth parameter." The factor T/(T-r) is a small sample degrees of free-
dom adjustment that is introduced to offset the effect of estimation of the
A
r-vector 9. In Sections 3-6, we consider estimators J^, for which S,, is a given
non-random scalar. In Sections 7-9, however, we consider "automatic" estimat-
A
ors J^ for which S» is a random function of the data.
The class of kernels K^ is given by
K^ - -jk(.) : R -» [-1,1] k(0) - 1, k(x) - k(-x) Vx e R, Ja^k2(x)dx - 1, k(.)
(2.6) 
is continuous at 0 and at all but a finite number of other points[.
The conditions k(0) - 1 and k(*) is continuous at 0 reflect the fact that for T
A
large relative to j we want the weight given to F(j) to be close to one. The
requirement that k(«) be an even function is natural because bT (j)b is an
even function of j for all b e Rp. The condition J_Js (x)dx - 1 is a normal -
ization condition that differs from normalizations conventionally used in the
spectral density literature. This choice of normalization is quite natural,
however, and is important for one result given below.
Examples of kernels include the following:
Truncated: l^(x) -
Bartlett: k^(x) -
1 for |x| :< 1
0 otherwise
1 - |x| for |x| £ 1
0 otherwise
(2.7) Parzen: kp^(x)
1 - 6x2 + 6|x|3 for 0 ^ |x| s 1/2
2(1 - H)-
0
for 1/2 ss |x] ^ 1
otherwise
Tukey-Manning : k^(x)
(1 + cos(n-x))/2 for |x| ^ 1
0 otherwise
Quadratic Spectral: k^(x) - —j-^^^1 - cos(6^x/5)j.
A
The estimators J^, corresponding to the truncated, Bartlett, and Parzen kernels
are the estimators proposed by White (1984), Newey and West (1987), and Gallant
(1987), respectively. The Tukey-Hanning and QS kernels have not been consider-
ed in the literature concerning HAC estimation. The Tukey-Hanning kernel is
popular in the spectral density estimation literature, however, and the QS
kernel has been considered in the spectral and probability density estimation
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literature by Priestley (1962) and Epanechnikov (1969), respectively.
The QS kernel k^(x) is in X., . On the other hand, the kernels k^,n(x),
kn^(x), k^o(x), and k^,u(x) are not in K^ because they are normalized in the
conventional way such that k(x) - 0 for x > 1. These kernels can be renorm-
alized, however, to lie in K^. The renormalized kernels are given by
k^(x) - krR(CTRX)' kBT(x) - kBT(CBTX)• and kPR(x) " kPR(CPRX)• and
k^x) - l^(c x), where c - Jk^ (x)dx - 2, c • 2/3, c - .539285, and
cwu ~ 3/^- If Mw is the bandwidth parameter used with the normalization of
(2.7), then S^ - c^M^, for v - TR, BT, PR, and TH Is the corresponding bandwidth
parameter for the kernel normalized to be in K^. That is,
1~'.
(2.8) JT - 71: S k(j/S^)r(j) - ^ S k(j/M^)r(J) .
l-rj—T+l '" 1" '" i-rj—T+l
If k(x) - 0 for |x > 0 (and k(x) ^ o for some x| arbitrarily to 1), then the
parameter M^, is referred to as the lag truncation parameter, because lags of
order J > M^ receive zero weight." Since some kernels in K^ are non-zero for
arbitrarily large values of x, it is not possible to renormalize all kernels in
K^ such that k(x) - 0 for x| > 1. Thus, lag truncation parameters do not
exist for all kernels in K^ . The QS kernel is an example.
Figure 1 graphs the five kernels of (2.7), but using the normalization of
K^ . For a given value of S^,, the figure illustrates the different weights the
kernels put on the lagged correlations. For example, if S^, - 3, then kn^(l/3),
A A
kg (2/3), ... are the weights the Bartlett kernel puts on F(l), F(2), ....
(The normalization of K^ is appropriate for this figure, because the different
kernels are most easily compared when any given S^, value is equally suitable
for any kernel. With the normalization of K^ , the latter holds true because
given any sequence (S^,) the asymptotic variances of all five estimators are the
same--only their asymptotic biases vary.)
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For some results below, we consider certain subsets of K^ . The first sub-
set contains all kernels that are non-negative:
(2.9) K - (k(.) € K |k(x) a: 0 Vx € R).
The first four examples of (2.7) are in J^ when suitably normalized, but the QS
kernel is not because it takes on negative values of small absolute magnitude
j
for some values of x. There is no compelling reason for restricting considera-
tion to kernels in K^, but some results given below require it.
A second subset of jK, that is of interest is
K - (k(.) € X |K(A) >: 0 VA € R), where
(2.10)
K(A) - i- J".k(x)e-ixAdx for A e R.
—CO
The function K(A) is referred to as the spectral window generator corresponding
to the kernel k(«). The set K^ contains all kernels in K^ that necessarily
generate positive semi-definite (psd) estimates in finite samples. As empha-
sized by Newey and West (1987), this property usually is highly desirable. The
set K.^, contains the Bartlett, Parzen, and QS kernels, but not the truncated
kernel (since K^oCA) oc sin(A)/A) or the Tukey-Hanning kernel.
The reason why kernels in K^ generate psd estimates is that estimators of
the form (2.5) can be written as weighted averages of the periodogram matrix at
different frequencies A with weights given by K(A) (e.g., see Priestley (1981,
A
pp. 580-581)). Since the periodogram is psd, so is an estimator J^, provided
K(A) ^ 0 for all X.
The distribution P that generates (V^) is required to satisfy certain con-
ditions. Let F (t,t+j) denote EpvfV^ and let K (t,t+j,t+^,t+m) denote the
fourth order cumulant of (b'V^, b'V^,,, b'V^,,, b'V__) under P for
t+m
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b e Rp. That is, Kp^(t,t+j,t+^,t+m) - Epb'vtb'vt+jb'vt+^b'vt+m
- Epb'vt-b'vt+ib'vt+^b'vt+m' where (-vt^ is a Gaussian sequence with the same
mean and covariance structure as (V^.). Let P.. for v - 0, 1 be distributions
such that (V^.) is a mean zero, second order stationary sequence under ?„ with
autocovariance function {F..(J) : j - 0, ±1, ...) and (b'V^) has spectral dens-
GO
ity function f^<A> - J;. s bT^(j)be~iJA for all b 6 Rp. Define
pi ~ 1P •' ~ri(-i) £ FpCt.t+J) ^ ^0) and |'Cp^(t,t+j,t+-e.t+m)| ^ /c (j,^!,m)
(2.11) Vt > 1, VJ,^,m ^ -t+1, Vb e Rp, for some function ^(J,-e,m)
co co co
satisfies S S S /c^(j ,£,m) < <o^ and
—co a—-ao m—ao
that i fies
PQ - ^P : OS FQ(J) <, Fp(t,t+j) Vt >: 1, Vj >: -t+1 and ^(t, t+j , t+.g, t+m)
(2.12)
satisfies the same condition as in P, ^.
Most of the results below hold for any true distribution P 6 P., , while some
hold for P € P^, and others for P 6 P^ n P,. The set P, requires the autoco-
variances of (V ) under P to be dominated by those of some second-order
stationary process whose spectral density exists. This allows considerable
variability of F,,(t,t+j) for fixed j and t - 1, 2, .... In addition, it allows
considerable temporal dependence of (V^). If (V^) is Gaussian, then the condi-
tion on ^(t.t+j ,t+^,t+m) is satisfied trivially since the latter is identic-
ally zero.
The set P^ requires the autocovariances of (V^) under P to be bounded
below by the psd autocovariances of a second order stationary process. To
A
establish the consistency of J,p, we do not need to have P € P^. To obtain a
lower bound on its asymptotic MSE, however, we need to assume P 6 P^.
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3. BOUNDS ON ASYMPTOTIC VARIANCE, BIAS, AND MSE
In this section we determine the asymptotic MSE properties of kernel HAC
A
estimators J^,. These properties are used in subsequent sections to obtain a
minimax optimal kernel and minimax optimal sequences of bandwidth parameters
(S^). The proofs of the results use results of Parzen (1957) for spectral
density estimators.
A
Let J,p be the pseudo-estimator that is identical to J but is based on the
A A
unobserved sequence (V ) - (V^(^o)) rather than (V ) - (V (ff)) and is defined
without the degrees of freedom correction T/(T-r):
T-l
(3.1) J^, - 2 k(J/S^)F(j) and F(j) - ^
J—T+1
w^ for j a: 0
^-].l't^t forj<0'
In this section, we present results for the pseudo-estimator J,p. In Section 6,
A
analogous results are shown to hold for the estimator J^,. The latter are ob-
A
tained by showing that the difference between the asymptotic MSEs of J^, and
J^,, suitably normalized, goes to zero as T -* <°.
Our first result gives upper and lower bounds on the asymptotic variance
of J,p. These bounds depend on f_^ • f..i.(0)- Let Varn(«) denote the variance
of • when P is the underlying distribution.
LEMMA 1: For all b € Rp, if S -* • and S^/T -» 0 as T -» •, then
(a) lim inf J- Var^(b'J^b) - lim ^- Var^ (b'J^b) - 87r2f^ for any k(.) 6 K,
T-^ Pepg ST '~pv~ 'T-/ T^ ST '~V~ ~T-/ ~" ~ob ~" ~'"/ "x / ~ "0
and
(b) lim sup J- Var^(b'J^b) - llm ]- Var^ (b'J^b) - 8»r2f2^ for any k(.) 6 ^ .
T^co pep ST ~PN- ~T-' T^ ST '~plx- -T-' '" -lb --~ -"/ "' / ~ "1'
COMMENTS
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2.1. The kernels k(«) e K^ have been normalized (via J k"(x)dx - 1)
—CO
such that the upper and lower bounds on the asymptotic variance of J^, are in-
dependent of the kernel. Only the asymptotic bias of J^, depends on the kernel,
see Lemma 2 below.
2. The rate of convergence to zero of the variance of J^, depends on (S^,).
The rate is 0(S^/T) and is slower than the standard rate obtained by parametric
estimators, viz., 0(1/T). The slower is the rate of divergence to infinity of
(S^) (or equivalently of the lag truncation parameters (M^) when they exist),
the faster is the rate of convergence to zero of the variance of J .
Upper and lower bounds on the asymptotlc bias of kernel estimators depend
on the smoothness of the kernel at zero and on the smoothness of the spectral
density matrix of (V^) at zero under P, and P^. Following Parzen (1957), define.
(3.2) k_ - lim l ~ k(x) for qs[0,->).
q X-.0 |x|q
If q is an even integer, then k - - -7
1 dqk(x)
dx' x-0
and k^< °° if and only if
k(x) is q times differentiable at zero. For a kernel k(') for which
fk. (x)dx ^ 1, let k^ be defined analogously to k^ with k(«) replaced by k(«) in
(3.2). If k(') and k(') are the same kernel but with different normalizations,
then k_ - (Jlc (x)dx)qk_.
q - •• • q
For the truncated kernel, k - k - 0 for all q < <x>. For the Bartlett-q "q - —- — -1 ' •
kernel, k^ - 2/3, k^ - 1, k -k -0 for q<l, and k - k - a for q > 1.
For the Parzen kernel, k^ - 1.744975, k^ - 6, k_ - k_ - 0 for q < 2, and
q q
k -k -«for q> 2. For the Tukey-Hanning kernel, k^ - 9ff'"/64, k^ - »r''/4,
k^ - k^ - 0 for q < 2, and k^ - k^ - « for q > 2. For the QS kernel,
k^ - 1.421223, k - 0 for q < 2, and k - " for q > 2.
The smoothness of f,^(A) at A -0 is indexed by
15
co
(3.3) f(^) - S |j|qbT (j)b for q e [0,«) and v - 0, 1.
dqf^(A)
If q is even, then f^/ - (-1)(q) . ,_i,q/2 " 'vbvb -"/ ^
A-0
and f,(q) < co if and only if'vb
f ^(A) is q times differentiable at A - 0. For example, if (b'V^) is a first-
order autoregressive (AR(1)) process with autoregressive parameter p € [0,1)
and innovation variance a" under ?„, then f^/ < «° Vq e [0,«);
,(1) _ pa2 _^ ^(2) _ pa2
fvb/ ~ _//"..3/,,.,- and fvb/ ~ ~~U •
»r(l-p)'(l+p) '" v(l-p)
Upper and lower bounds on the asymptotic bias of J are given in the
following lemma.
LEMMA 2: For all k(.) £ ^, q € [0,co), and b e Rp, if S^, -+ ", S^/T -^ 0, and
S^,/T -» 0 as T ->• <c, CAen
(a) lim inf S^E^b'J^b - b'J^bj - lim S^JE^ b'J^b - b'J^ b| - 2wk,f^)
T-»« P£PQ il ^ i ir ' T^» i' r0 1 ir0 ' q
and
(b) lim sup S^E^b'J^b - b'J^b) - lim S?|Ep b'5^b - b'J^ b| - 2^fw ,
. T^» PeP^ i' r i ir ' T^» i' rl 1 irl ' q
where k_f_^q -<o ifk - <o and 0 < f^q ^ co or if f('q^ - °o and 0 < k ^ °o and
'q~vb " "q ~~ " " ~vb ~ ~~ -- "vb —"' ~ ^ "q ~ .
k_f.1il/ - 0 by definition if k_ - co and f^' - 0 for v - 0, 1. The case where'q~vb " -/ -———--— — -^ — -^ - --- . -,
k - 0 and f'^' - m is not covered by the Leama.'q ~ ~™ ~vb '" '""' -'"-*-" --' ""' ——•
COMMENTS: 1. For all k(') € K^ we have k^ - 0 and for all P € P, we have
f^/ < <*>. Hence, J is an asymptotically unbiased estimator for J^,n for all
PeP, provided S^, -+ <o and S^,/T -* 0 as T->". In addition, the variance of J,
goes to zero as T -> <*> under these conditions by Lemma l(b). Hence, the MSE of
^
J^, goes to zero as T -> «o and J is L" - and weakly consistent for J^,n for all
P e P^ and k(.) e K^.
2. The maximal rate of convergence to zero of the bias of J^, is obtained
by taking q equal to the largest value such that k_ < <n and f^/ < ». For the
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Bartlett, Parzen, Tukey-Manning, and QS kernels, these values are 1, 2, 2, and
2, respectively. The corresponding maximal rates of convergence are 0(S "),
0(S^"), 0(S^,"), and 0(5^,"), respectively. Note that the rate for the Bartlett
kernel is slower than that for the other three kernels. For the truncated ker-
nel, the largest value of q (if it exists) is determined by f^/, since k^. < <«>
Vq < «>. If f^/ < « for some q > 2, then the truncated kernel has a faster
rate of convergence for each P e P, then do the other four kernels. For large
q values, however, there is reason to believe that the rate of convergence for
the truncated estimator is obtained only with relatively large sample sizes,
see Section 9.
3. The only kernels for which k < co for q > 2 are kernels that do not
necessarily generate psd estimates. Thus, the maximal rate of convergence to
-2
zero of the bias for kernels in K^ is 0(S^~) or slower. To see this, note that
k2 " t J_<nA-K(A)dA- Thus, k < c° for q > 2 implies k^ - 0 and K(A) must be
negative for some A € R. The discussion following equation (2.9) now estab-
lishes the assertion.
Let MSEo(«) denote the MSE of • when the underlying distribution is P.
Lemmas 1 and 2 are used to obtain the following theorem regarding the asymp-
totic MSE of kernel estimators.
THEOREM 1: For all b e Rp and q e (0,«), If S -» " and S^q+ /T -» -y € [0,"],
then
(a) lim J- inf MSE^(b'J^b) - 4?r2(k2(f^))2/7 + 2f^) for any k(.) € ^
T-m "T P€P.
and
(b) Urn J- sup MSEp(b'J^b) - 4»r2(k2(f^))2/7 + 2f^) for any k(.) € ^,
T-*« "T Pep,
where k_f'_^' is as defined in Leama 2 in the case where k - « or f\ll/ - <" for'q-vb " -- -——"- — --- — —- —- ••--—- -- -- -^
v- 0 or 1. The case where 7-00 also requires S^/T -* 0 and S^/T -> 0 as T -> a>
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and k''(f^/)" < °°. The case where -y - 0 also requires S^->°° as T -> co and
q
k2(f^)2 > 0. The case where k_ - 0 and f^q) - °o for v ° 0 or 1 is not'q^Ob / " "' '"*" """'' ""*'"" **q " ~™ ^vb
covered by the Theorem.
COMMENTS: 1. Theorem 1 yields optimal growth rates for the bandwidth param-
eters (S^) for kernels k(') that have k_ > 0 for some q. These optimal rates
are characterized by the value of q and by whether -y - 0, -ye (0,<«>), or -y -<*>. .
It is straightforward to show that for -ye (0, co) the rate of convergence of MSE
is maximized by taking q as large as possible subject to k < <o and f^/ < co,
For the Bartlett, Parzen, Tukey-Manning, and QS kernels then, the optimal q
values are 1, 2, 2, and 2, respectively, provided f^/ < °°. For the truncated
kernel no optimal value of q exists unless there is a number q* < <o such that
f(^) < « for q ^ q* and f^^ - « for q > q*.
Next, given q such that k_ e (0,n), the limit infimum of the MSE is infin-
ity if -y - 0 by Theorem l(a). In addition, it is straightforward to show that
the MSE converges to zero at a faster rate if -y € (0,°°) than if -y - <».
In sum, the optimal growth rate of (S,p) requires -y € (0,">) and q such that
k_ 6 (0,°°). Thus, optimal S^, values are given by
S^ - (-yT) //(2q+l) + o(Tl/'(2q+l)) as T -* « for some -y € (0,°°) and q as above.
For the Bartlett, Parzen, Tukey-Manning, and QS kernels this yields optimal
growth rates of S equal to T / , T ^, T '/ , and T ^5, respectively. The
determination of a specific value for -y is considered in Theorem 3 below.
2. For the estimator based on the Bartlett kernel, the consistency results
of Newey and West (1987) and Gallant and White (1988) require S^, - o(T^^) as
T -> «°. Thus, these results do not establish consistency for this estimator
when the bandwidth/lag truncation parameter is allowed to grow at its asymptot-
ically optimal rate T'/". The consistency results given here do cover this
case, however, because they only require S^, - o(T) as T -» °°.
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4. A MINIMAX OPTIMAL KERNEL
This section obtains a minimax optimal kernel from the class Kr, of kernels
that generate psd estimators. The minimax criterion selects a kernel that min-
imizes, over kernels k(«) € K^, the maximum asymptotic MSE over distributions P
€ P,. The optimal kernel is found to be the QS kernel. This kernel is optimal
regardless of the choice of distribution P., that is used to define P., (provided
P, satisfies the basic conditions outlined above (2.10)).
Let QS denote the pseudo-estimator J^, when the latter is defined using
the QS kernel. Let k^/,p denote the value of k_ for the QS kernel when q - 2.
q
THEOREM 2: For any sequence of bandwidth parameters (S^,) such that S^, -> co,
.5 ._ ... _ . „ . .. -
S^/T -> 0, and S^,/T -> 7 e [0,«o] as T -» °o and any "estimator" J^, based on a
kernel k(*) e K^, the QS "estlmator" QS^, satisfies:
(a) Vb € Rp, Urn r^,[sup MSE^(b'J^b) - sup MSE^(b'QS^b) ]
!-*<«> ' peP ' ' P€P^
4^2(f^))2(k^ - k^g)/7 If 7 6 (0,«]
4^(f^)r(k^-k^) If 7-0
S£ 0
[T/ST if 7 € (0,«]
provided f^/ < «, wAere r^, - •< // .If f,^/ - 0, the limit
[S " if -i - 0
inflmum is zero even if kn - «>.
(b) The inequality in part (a) holds strictly if k(x) ^ k^(x) with positive
Lebesgue measure, 7 »* a>, and f^/ > 0.
COMMENTS: 1. The nonnalization of kernels used in X, and JC^ is important for
Theorem 2. This normalization is such that for any given sequence (S^,) each
kernel k(«) e K^ has the same maximum asymptotic variance over P e P., . In con-
sequence, it is appropriate to use the same sequence of bandwidth parameters
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(S^,) when comparing different kernels. The Theorem has the highly desirable
feature that the optimal kernel does not depend on the particular choice of
bandwidth parameters.
2. As can be seen by the proof of Theorem 2, the asymptotic optimality of
the QS kernel does not depend on the specific form of the USE criterion. An
analogous optimality property of the QS kernel holds for any criterion that is
a non-decreasing function of the variance and the absolute value of the bias.
3. Optimality results for the QS kernel first were given by Friestley
(1962, pp. 561-62) for kernel estimation of spectral density functions.
Priestley considered a smaller class of kernels than those considered here.
For the case of probability density function estimation, Epanechnikov (1969,
pp. 155-56) and Sacks and Ylvisacker (1981) showed that the QS kernel is opti-
mal in a more general class of kernels than that considered by Priestley. Their
class of kernels is analogous to the class considered here.
5. OPTIMAL FIXED BANDWIDTH PARAMETERS
5.1. First Order Asymptotically Optimal Bandwidth Parameters
We now consider the first order asymptotically optimal choice of bandwidth
parameter S^ for a given kernel k(«) for which k 6 (0,<») for some q. From
Comment 1 to Theorem 1, it is evident that this problem reduces to the optimal
choice of the constant 7 in the formula S - (7!) /( q ) + o(Ti/(2q+l)). Again
a minimax optimality criterion is used. Unlike the result of Theorem 2, in
which an optimal kernel was found that was the same for any "dominating" dis-
tribution P,, the optimal constant -y depends on a scalar parameter a that is a
function of P,.
Let (Wo : i " 1, ..., r) be a set of non-negative weights that sum to one.
We consider a weighted squared error loss function
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(5.1) L(J^. J^p) - ^(J^^ - J^^,)2 ,
where the subscript Hi denotes the H-th diagonal element of the corresponding
matrix. The usual choice of Wg is 1/r for Jt - 1, ..., r or l/(r-l) for all i
except that which corresponds to an intercept parameter.
Given a kernel k(«), suppose q is such that k_ € (0,<a). Let b, be the
r-vector with -(-th element one and all other elements zero. For a given dom-
inating distribution P,, define
(5.2) a- SWJi(f^))2/sw^b. •
£-1 A iui Ji-1 * WS,
The leading case is where P., is chosen such that f^ /f,^ is the same for all
b. Then, a - (f^'/fn.)*" and a does not depend on (w,,) or on the variance of
b'nV^ under P., . In Sections 7 and 8 below, however, data-dependent bandwidth
parameters are considered and in this case |f,^ /f^^ | generally differs for
's. i-"^
different values of S..
For example, suppose b'gV is an AR(1) process under P, with AR parameter
2
Pn and innovation variance a~, for £ - 1, ..., r. Then, for kernels with q - 2,
-2_4 „ _4
r 4/3 ~,a, r a,
(5.3) a - S w» —'—/ S w,
<e-i ' (i-p^)0 a-i '• a-p^
and for kernels with q - 1
5 ^A ,r. a\
(5.4) a - S w, —^- — ^/ S w, —— .
£-i" a-p^a+p^ jt^ix (i-p^
If p^ - p for all S,, then a In (5.3) and (5.4) simplifies to a - 4p"/(l-p)'T and
2 ... 2.2
a » 4/) /(l-p ) respeccively.
If b'gV^ is an ARMA(1,1) process under'P, with ARMA parameters (p^, ^„) and
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2 ^ . , 7
innovation variance a\ for St - 1, ..., r,' then for kernels with q » 2
r 4(1 + P^)2(^ + ^)2^ ^ d + ^)4^
(5.5) a - ^w^ ———-g——^2^ ———^ ,
-e-i "' a-pa)0 ^' d - P^
and for kernels with q - 1
r 4(1 + P^)2(P^ + ^)2^ r (1 + ^)4^
(5.6) a - S w,, ——^—=—5—=^/ S w^ —— .
t-1' (1 - ^,)°(1 + p^ £-1 " (I - p^
Alternatively, if b'gV^ is an MA(m) process under P., with MA parameters
(^ a.. > u ~ 1> .. . i m) and innovation variance CT", for It - 1, ..., r,~ then
r f m n m-j i2^rrm m-i^l r
<5-7>. ° - ^"42j!^<^+ ^u^j'j-»^^^ui+ "J^Au.ui'J
In many macroeconomic, financial, and international financial applications,
MA(m) processes (for known m) arise quite naturally, e.g., see Hansen and
Hodrick (1980), Campbell and Clarida (1987), Mishkin (1987), and Hardouvelis
(1988), They arise when V is partly comprised of an equation error that is a
forecast error for some variable m time periods into the future. In such
cases, one expects the errors, and hence (V^.), to be m-dependent.
For any given a € (0,a>), let P, (a) denote some set P., whose dominating
distribution P., satisfies (5.2). For specificity, let J^,(S^,) denote J^, when
the bandwidth parameter S^, is used to construct J^,.
The next result establishes first order asymptotically optimal bandwidth
parameter values using a minimax criterion:
THEOREM 3: For any given k(.) e K^ such that 0 <k_ < « for some q e (0,®),
any given sequence (S^,) of bandwidch parameters such that S^, -» °o and
S^*I'VT -»7€[0,oo]asT-»°°, and any ^Iven a e (0, co), tfte sequence (S^;)
defined by S^ - (qk^)l/<2q+l)Tl/(2q+l) satisfies:
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US T2q/(2q+l)| sup E^L(?^(S^), J^) - sup E^L(J^(S$), J^)1 S 0
T^» lP£P^(a) c ' •L " PeP^(a)
provided f^^ > 0 and f^/ > 0 for some H for which w^ > 0, wiCA equaiiCy if
la iun
and only If S^ - S^ + o(T /( q+ )) as T -» «.
COMMENTS: I. Suppose k(«) is a kernel that satisfies all of the conditions of
K^ except the normalization condition Jk (x)dx - 1. Then, the first order
asymptotically optimal bandwidth parameter for this kernel is denoted M^ and is
defined by
(5.8) ^ - (qk^2(x)dx)l/<2^+l)TlA2q+l) .
For the normalizations of (2.7), we have
BartleCt kernel: M^; - 1.1447(aT) / ,
Parzen kernel: M^ - 2.6614(aT) /5 ,
(5.9)
Tukey-Hanning kernel: M^ - 1.7462(aT)"/J ,
Quadratic Spectral kernel: S$ - 1. 3221 (aT)^5 .
For illustrative purposes, Table 1 tabulates M$ for the Bartlett, Parzen, and
Tukey-Hanning kernels and S$ for the QS kernel for a linear regression model in
which the regressors and errors are mutually independent, homoskedastic, first
order autoregressive (AR(1)) random variables each with autoregressive param-
eter v. For this model each element of V (except that corresponding to the
intercept) has correlation structure identical to that of an AR(1) process with
2
parameter p - v~. The weights are taken to be equal for the non-constant re-
gressors and zero for the intercept.
2. The results of the Theorem can be used to assess Gallant's (1987, pp.
551, 573) suggestion to set the lag truncation parameter M^, at [T^/^] + 1 with
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the Parzen kernel. Suppose b'gV^. has AR(1) correlation structure with AR param-
2
eter p - v". As in comment 1, this occurs if the errors and regressors are
mutually independent AR(1) random variables each with AR parameter v. Then,
for T - 128 Gallant's value of M^, is first order optimal when p - .053 and
v - .23. When T - 64 it is optimal for p - .073 and v - .27. Hence, the form-
ula Mn, - [T"/^] + 1 is appropriate only for a sequence (b'gV^) that has rela-
tively little autocorrelation.
3. When the bandwidth parameters are set equal to {S$), the limit of the
maximum MSE over P € P,(a) is such that the bias squared equals l/(2q+l) of the
total MSE. Thus, the bias of the Newey-West/Bartlett estimator accounts for a
greater fraction of its MSE than do the biases of the QS, Gallant/Parzen, and
Tukey-Hanning estimators.
4. When the first order optimal bandwidth parameters are used, the
Gallant/Parzen and Tukey-Hanning estimators are 8.6% less and .9% more effi-
cient asymptotically than the QS estimator, respectively, for any dominating
distribution P., . (Since the Tukey-Hanning kernel does not necessarily generate
psd estimates, i.e., k^,u(x) ^ K^,, the latter result does not violate Theorem
2.) Also, the Newey-West/Bartlett estimator is 100% less efficient asymptotic-
ally than the Gallant/Parzen, Tukey-Manning, and QS estimators, since its MSE
converges to zero at a slower rate than do the MSEs of the latter three. In
particular finite sample situations, however, the Newey-West/Bartlett estimator
may not perform nearly so poorly in relative terms, depending on the relative
magnitudes of T, f^), f^), and f
5. In order to utilize the formula for S$ one needs to specify a value of
a. This is most easily accomplished by taking P., such that (f^//f.,^ )*" is the
same for all i and such that b'gV^ is a well-known process, such as an AR(1),
MA(1), or ARMA(1,1) process with parameter p, V, or (p,if>'), respectively. By
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specifying a least favorable value of p, i(>, or (p,if>), one obtains a and in turn
S$. Note that the resulting estimator is consistent not only for an AR(1),
MA(1), or ARMA(1,1) process, but for a wide variety of processes. The AR(1),
MA(1), or ARMA(1,1) process simply represents the least favorable process to
which the bandwidth parameter is adjusted. For the common case in which it is
difficult to specify a least favorable process, an automatic bandwidth estimat-
or can be used. Such estimators are discussed in Sections 7 and 8 below. They
make use of the formula for S$ given in the Theorem.
5.2. Higher Order Asymptotically Optimal Bandwidth Parameters
Next, we introduce corrections to the first order asymptotically optimal
bandwidth parameter S$ that have higher order asymptotic justifications in
general and in the Gaussian case are optimal for fixed sample sizes.
Let
T-l









.[b^(t-s)bgb^(t-s+j-m)b^ + b^(t-s-m)b^b^(t-s+j )bj
B,pn(S) gives the exact bias under P., for estimation of b'gJ^n bg using the esti-
mator J^, that has kernel k(«) and bandwidth parameter S. V^o(S) gives an
approximation to this estimator's variance. This approximation differs from
the exact variance only due to the omission of a fourth order cuaulant term.
In consequence, if (b'gV ) is Gaussian under P,, then V^g(S) gives the exact
variance of the estimator under P, .
Let S$* be any value that minimizes
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r ,-2
(5.11) ^w^(B^(S) + V^(S))
over S € (0,°°). S^;* is a higher order asymptotically optimal bandwidth param-
eter. Such values usually exist. For example, they exist if k(«) is contin-
2
uous. (In this case B^(S) + V^^(S) is continuous in S for all £. and its value
diverges to infinity as S goes to zero or infinity.) Thus, optimal values S$*
exist for Bartlett, Parzen, Tukey-Manning, and QS kernels.
For example, if (blgV } is an ARMA(1,1) process under P^, then B^(S) and
V^g(S) are given by the expressions of (5.10) with
1 + ^ + 2p^, , (1 + p^,)(pp + V^p)
W0)^ - ——— a\ - W±l)be - ——I—"- ffr
1 - p\ ~ ~ - " 1 - ^
(5.12)
and b^(j)b - p? l-lb^(l)b^ for j - ±2, ±3, ... .
The same Is true in the MA(m) case except that
(^lj| + L ^u^u+|j|]^ for -i - °- ±l' •••• ±ffl
(5.13) b^(j)b^ - ^ ' •" u-1
0 otherwise.
The bandwidth parameters {S^*} satisfy the following optimality proper-
ties:
THEOREM 4: (a) Let [S^,} be any sequence of non-negative numbers. Then, for.
(S^*) as defined above, we have
Urn rjsup E^L(J^(S^,), J^) - sup E^L(J^(S$*), J^) | S 0
T-KO ^Lpgp^ * ^ x ^^ p^,
.2
for all sequences of constants (f^,} such that {"^ - o(T^) as T -> °o.
(b) If (b^V ) Is Gaussian under P for all S. - 1, ..., r, then for all S in
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[0,co) and all T finite,
E^L(J^), J^)^L(J,(S^), J^).
COMMENT: 1. A standard optimization algorithm can be used to minimize
^ .-2
S w,(B;g(S) + V^n(S)) with respect to the positive scalar S. Analytic deriv-
atives of the optimand can be employed, since they usually are easy to calcu-
late. The first order asymptotically optimal bandwidth parameter S$ provides
an excellent starting value for the optimization procedure.
6. TREATMENT OF ESTIMATED. PARAMETERS
We now show that the results of Sections 2 through 5 apply not only to the
A
pseudo-estimator J^, but also to the actual estimator J^,. We introduce two
A
alternative assumptions regarding the estimator 9, the process (V^($)}, and the
kernel k(«). The first assumption is easier to verify than the second and is
A
sufficient to establish consistency of J^,, but is not sufficient to show that
A
J^, and J^ have equivalent MSEs to the appropriate order as T -* «. The second
assumption is sufficient for the latter purpose, as well as for establishing
consistency. It is not, however, easy to verify. We utilize this assumption
because more primitive assumptions would require a much lengthier presentation
and would add little to the main points of interest in the paper.
ASSUMPTION A: For all m - 1, ..., r,
3 EpFiS sup||V^^||2)|^S
^ r<-lt-L tf€© l- Jtit-l
121
s K^l ^"''(<)rit^l latvt<')l j</TI<- - '°^'
and J*°,|k(x) |dx < <«>.
This assumption can be verified by separately considering the three terms in
the expectation using the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality. The condition on the
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kernel is not restrictive.
T-l
Define Z,^ - ^- S |k(j/S^,)|.
ST j—T+1'
T
7^lJ<<b'V<o>b'V|j|<(o» andc-|j'|+18(ru 'tv'0/" 't-|j|^0/
T-l i, T .,2
I ^T / ZI \l^ f^^^<b"'t<(>b"'t-|j|<(>Z^ -I- S |k(j/S^)|.sup|
'T j—T+1 ' tf€91
A
and ?n_ denote the m-th elements of Z,^,, 6, and ?n> respectively, for
ITm' "m'
m - 1, ..., r. Let |c| denote the vector or matrix of absolute values of the
elements of C.
ASSUMPTION B: For all m - I, ..., r,
^ ^VWT($m -/0m)) < co and
Hm sup E^YTI? - e^'z^Ce - e^\)2 < » .
T-w PeP^ ' v "' " .
THEOREM 5: Suppose k(.) £ /C S -» «, and S^q+l/T -» -y € (0,°o) as T-» « for
some q e (0,°o) for which k < «>. Then,
lim sup |J-| |MSE^(b'J^b) - MSE(b'3^b)| - 0
T^o PeP^l;>T;
for all.b e Rp such that fw < °o, provided (a) assumption A holds, q > 1/2,
and $ - 0 or (b) assumption B holds and $ - 1.
COMMENTS: 1. Either assumption A or assumption B is sufficient for consistency
A
of J^, but assumption A requires S^, - o(T^/*") (since q > 1/2) whereas assumption
B allows S^ - o(T). The former is not restrictive, however, since optimal
growth rates of S^, satisfy S,p - o(T"/") for efficient kernels.
A
2. Part (b) of the Theorem shows that J^, and J^, have equivalent MSEs
asymptotically, since T/S times the MSE of J is bounded away from zero and
infinity as T-* « by Theorem 1. Thus, the optimal kernel and optimal bandwidth
A
parameter results of Theorems 2 and 3 apply to J,p as well as to J .
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7. AUTOMATIC BANDWIDTH ESTIMATORS
This section introduces automatic bandwidth HAC estimators of J^^. These
estimators are the same as the kernel estimators of Sections 2-6 except that
the bandwidth parameter is a function of the data rather than a function of a
least favorable distribution F, . Since it often is difficult to specify a
least favorable distribution, the automatic estimators introduced here are
likely to be more useful in prac1:ice than the non-automatic estinators consid-
ered in Sections 3-6. Nevertheless, the results of these sections are quite
useful because the formulae given there for the first order and higher order
asymptotically optimal bandwidth parameters are used here to construct the
automatic bandwidth parameters. In addition, the consistency and MSE results
of this section depend on the results of the earlier sections.
In the density estimation literature, several automatic bandwidth methods
have been developed. The two main types of methods are cross-validation
methods, e.g., see Stone (1984), Hall and Marron (1987a, b), Beltrao and Bloom-
field (1987), Robinson (1988), and references therein, and "plug-in" methods,
see Deheuvels (1977), Sheather (1986), and Hall and Marron (1987c).
Cross-validation methods have been shown to possess certain optimality
properties with respect to minimizing integrated or mean integrated squared
error in probability density and spectral density estimation, e.g., see Stone
(1984), Beltrao and Bloomfield (1987), and Robinson (1988). These procedures
have two drawbacks, however, that limit their potential for use in the problem
at hand. First, they are suitable only if one is interested in estimating a
density over an internal, such as the real line, rather than estimating a dens -
ity at a single point. Hence, they are not suitable for the problem at hand,
since it is very closely related to that of estimating a density at a single
point. Second, the rate of convergence to zero of the (percentage) deviation
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of the cross-validated bandwidth parameter from the (unknown) optimal bandwidth
parameter is very slow'-rate T "/'". Thus, the cross-validated bandwidth par-
ameter may exhibit considerable variability in finite samples.
Plug-in methods of automatic bandwidth estimation are characterized by the
use of an asymptotic formula for an optimal bandwidth parameter in which esti-
mates are "plugged-in" in place of various unknowns in the formula. The esti-
mates that are plugged-in may be parametric or nonparametric. The former have
the advantage of yielding a less variable bandwidth parameter, because their
variances decline to zero at a faster rate than do the variances of nonparamet-
ric estimates. The use of parametric estimates has the disadvantage, however,
that parametric estimates introduce an asymptotic bias in the estimation of
the optimal bandwidth parameter due to the approximate nature of the specified
parametric model. (Note that this property has no affect on the consistency of
the resultant density estimator, provided the automatic bandwidth parameter
diverges to infinity in some appropriate sense as T -*<»>.)
The automatic bandwidth parameters considered here are of the plug-in type
and use parametric estimates. They deviate from the finite sample optimal S,
values due to error introduced by estimation, the use of approximating paramet-
ric models, and the approximation inherent in the asymptotic formula employed.
Good performance of a HAC estimator, however, only requires the automatic band-
width parameter to be near the strictly optimal bandwidth value and not pre -
cisely equal to it. The reason is that the MSEs of kernel HAC estimators tend
to be somewhat U-shaped functions of the bandwidth parameter S,p. This is
illustrated in Figure 2, which shows the MSE of the QS estimator as a function
of S for the AR(l).HOMO model with p - 0.0, .3, .5, .7, .9, and .95. (As
described in Section 9 below, the AR(1)-HOMO model Is a linear regression model
with regressors and errors that are homoskedastlc, AR(1) rv's both with AR(1)
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coefficient p,) The automatic bandwidth parameters considered here are design-
ed to produce bandwidth parameters that are on the flat part of the MSE
function even if they are not at the point of minimum MSE.
The automatic bandwidth parameters are defined as follows: First, one
specifies approximating parametric models for (b'gV^) (where b'gV^ is the S,- th
9
element of V ) for S. - 1, ..., r.' For general purposes, the suggested models
are AR(l) models with different parameters for each X. - 1, ..., r. These models
are parsimonious. If some other parametric n-odels seem appropriate for a par-
ticular problem, then they should be used in place of AR(l) models. For
example, it may be necessary to use a parametric model that allows for seasonal
patterns in the data. Alternatively, if (V ) is known to be m-dependent, as
occurs in many macroeconomic, financial, and international financial applica-
tions, then it may be appropriate to use MA(m) models to approximate the dis-
tributions of (b'gV^.) for S. - 1, ..., r. If m Is large, however, then more
parsimonious models, such as AR(1) models, usually will be more appropriate
even when (V ) is known to be m-dependent.
Second, one estimates the parameters of the parametric models by standard
^
methods. For the AR(1) case, let [(p», a^) : £ - I, ..., r) denote estimates
2.
of the parameters {(,?„, o"n) '• -<-1, ..., r). For the MA(m) case, let
A A
((^, ••••^m' CTP : 'e ~ lt •••' r^ d®note estimates of the parameters {(^^,
2
..., i>g^, ffy)}. (See footnote 8 for the parametrization of the MA(m) model.)
Third, one determines a random analogue d of the parameter a of Section 5.
For the AR(l) case, let a be given by the value of a in equation (5.3), (5.4),
2
or (5.2) with {(^> o'y)) replaced by ((p^, ffp). The standard choice for the
weights (w^ : £ - 1, ..., r) is w^ - 1/r for all -? or w^ - l/(r-l) for all S.
except that which corresponds to an intercept term and zero for the latter.
The appropriate equation--(5.3), (5.4), or (5.2)--depends on whether the kernel
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being used is such that k_ e (0,a>) for q - 2, q - I, or any positive q, respec-
tively. Thus, equation (5.3) is used for the Parzen, Tukey-Harming, and QS
kernels and equation (5.4) is used for the Bartlett kernel. For the MA(m) case,
^
let a be given by the value of a in equation (5.7) with {(V'oi , ..., i>^, a,,)}
A A
replaced by {(^m, ..., ^^i ^o) and with q - 2 for the Parzen, Tukey-Banning,
and QS kernels and q - 1 for the Bartlett kernel. For parametric models other
than AR(1), MA(m), or ARMA(l,l) models, equation (5.2) is used with the appro-




The last. step is to determine the automatic bandwidth parameter S by sub -
stituting a for a in the formula for the first order asymptotically optimal
bandwidth parameter S^ given in Theorem 3. Alternatively, for a kernel k(«)
that is not normalized to be in X,, one determines the automatic bandwidth
A




, ^- ( kq) (aT)'/^4-/ and
-9 ^-9 V(2q+l)
M^,- (qk2/;k2(x)dx)~/N"l"/(aT)l/(2q+l) .
For the normalization of (2.7), we have
Bartlett kernel: M^, - 1.1447(aT) / ,
Parzen kernel: M^ - 2.6614(aT) / ,
(7.2)
Tukey-Hanning kernel: M^, - 1.7462(aT)l/5 ,
Quadratic Spectral kernel: S^, - 1.3221(aT) ^ .
A A
S,p and M^, will be referred to as first order optimal automatic bandwidth
parameters, since they are based on the formulae for the first order optimal
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minimax bandwidth parameters.
A nice property of these automatic bandwidth procedures is that they gen-
erally yield scale invariant estimators in linear regression models, provided
the weight Wg corresponding to the intercept is set equal to zero. That is, if
the dependent variable and the non-constant regressors in a linear regression
model are multiplied by a constant c, then the least squares estimator of the
regression parameters is unchanged and so is the HAC estimator of the covari-
ance matrix of the least squares estimator. If the approximating models used
are AR(1), scale invariance occurs provided the estimators pn are scale invari-
ant and the estimators a^ are scale equivariant (i.e., a,,(cY, cX) - cA'a(Y,X)).
The latter conditions are satisfied by standard estimation procedures.
A A
The automatic bandwidth parameter S^ (or M^,) can be improved by reducing
the error attributable to the use of an asymptotic approximation. This can be
done by replacing the first order asymptotically optimal formula used in (7.1)
above by the higher order asymptotically optimal formula given in (5.11).
More specifically, one specifies and estimates approximating parametric
models for (b'gV ) as above. Then, one calculates a higher order optimal auto-
matic bandwidth parameter S^ based on (5.11) using estimated analogues of
B^(S) and V^(S). For the AR(1) case, let b^(j)b^ be defined as by (j)b
is in equation (5.12) with ((^.^, <^)) replaced by {(p 0, a2)}. Then,
A A
let B^(S) and V^(S) be defined as B^(S) and V ^(S) are in (5.10) with
A
b^(J)b^ replaced by b^(J)b^. For the MA(m) case, the definitions are the
A
same except that (5.12) is replaced by (5.13) and {(^, 0^, a?) is replaced by
A A
{(^^, ..., ^ , ffp}. S^, is defined to be any value that minimizes
(7.3) ^w,(B^(S) +V^(S))
over S e [0,°o). This minimlzation problem can be solved by standard methods
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A
using S^, as the starting value.
The simulation results of Section 9 show that the first order optimal
A
bandwidth parameter S^, often is sufficiently close to the finite sample optimal
value of S^, that the higher order optimal parameter S,p is not needed.
In practice, the value of a HAC estimator can be sensitive to the choice
of the bandwidth parameter. Hence, it often is wise to calculate several band-
width values centered about the automatic bandwidth value given by (7.1) or
(7.3) in order to assess the degree of sensitivity of the estimator. These
additional bandwidth values can be chosen by replacing the estimated parameters
of the approximating parametric models used in (7.1) or (7.3) by the estimated
parameters plus or minus one or two standard deviations of their values. For
example, with AR(1) approximating models, one would replace pg by pg ± I/TT or
p^ ± 2//r.
To summarize this section, the automatic HAC estlmators that are proposed
here are the kernel estimators that use the QS kernel and either the first
A
order or the higher order optimal automatic bandwidth parameters, S^, or S,p.
8. .PROPERTIES OF AUTOMATIC BANDWIDTH ESTIMATORS
We now present results concerning the asymptotic properties of kernel HAC
A
estimators that are based on the automatic bandwidth parameters (S^,) or (S^,).
In brief, the results show that these estimators have the same first order
asymptotic MSE properties as "estimators" based on certain fixed bandwidth
sequences (S$n) that depend on the unknown distribution P. In consequence, an
asymptotic minimax optimality property can be stated for the automatic estimat-
ors.
The results of this section apply to kernels in the following class:
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^ - •(k(.) e ^ : (i) |k(x)| ^ C^|x| for some b > 1 + 1/q and some C^ < «,
where q e (0,«o) is such that k_ e (0,°») if possible and otherwise
(8.1) is any value such that the preceding condition holds, and
(ii) |k(x) - k(y)| < C^|x-y| Vx, y 6 R for some constant C^ < »°j
This class contains the Bartlett, Parzen, Tukey-Harming, and QS kernels, but
not the truncated kernel, because the latter does not satisfy the Lipschitz
condition (ii).
Next we introduce some notation. Let $ be the finite dimensional param-
eter vector that indexes the approximating paraaetric models discussed above
A
for (b'gV^), £ - 1, ..., r. Let 3 be the parameter space of $. Let ^ be an
A
estimator of $. Let $„ denote the probability limit of $ under P. We only
consider distributions P for which such a probability limit exists.
Let aiy be the value of a from equation (5,2) that is obtained when P., is
given by the approximating parametric distribution with parameter $„. Note
that a.o is the probability limit of a under P (provided the formula in (5.2)
exhibits continuity in 0, where a is defined as above to be a primary ingred-
A
lent of S^,. For S^, or more generally, for any sequence of automatic bandwidth
.0 . -. . -*....-..- ^
parameters S,,,, we can define an analogue of a (as it is defined for S^,) via
a - (S^)'-4T't/(qk'T). With this definition, the value a that corresponds to S
also converges in probability to a,, under P in general.
The class of distributions P,, that we consider is defined as follows:




P^ - -JP e P^ : (i) ^ S $ under P for some $ e S such that a € [e^.e*] •
(ii) |bT^(j)b| S C^|j|~m for j - 0, ±1, ±2, •..., for some Cg < °°,
for some m > max(2, 1 + 2q/(q+2)), for all b 6 R with ||b|| - 1,
A
where q is as in JC,,, (iii) sup Var^ (bT(j)b) - 0(1/T) as T -» co,
^
14







S C, for some C, < a>'4^" "~~~ "4
and some v in the interval |max(l+l/(2b-2), q/(m-l)), 1 + q/2|h
Note that the assumption that e > 0 eliminates any distribution P from P^ ^ for
which a.n - 0. In particular, if (b'gV^) is a white noise sequence under P, then
for most approximating parametric models ^ is such that a^ - 0. Such distri-
buttons are not covered by the results immediately below, but are discussed
subsequently.
Let S^p - (qk2ap)l/(2q+l)Tl/(2q+l). The sequence (S^p) is the fixed
A
sequence of bandwidth parameters that is closest to (S,p) and (S,,). In partic-
A
ular, (S^, - S^p)/S^p and (S^, - S^p)/S^p have probability limit zero under P.
(S^J is the sequence of first order asymptotically optimal bandwidth param-
eters for the case in which P., equals the approximating parametric model with
parameter $„.
Consider any sequence of automatic bandwidth parameters (S,p) that satis-
fies






- 0(1) as T -+ °°, where q Is
as defined in K^, and a S a* for some constant a* < <*>.
Most sequences (S,p) for which a is bounded and ,/T-cons is tent for a,, satisfy
Assumption C. The primary examples of interest are {S^,} and (S,p).
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.0 1 .-0.
The following result shows that for S^, as above, J^(S^) has the same
A
asymptotic MSE properties under P as the estimator J^,(S$n), which is based on
the sequence of fixed bandwidth parameters (S$^). Since the asymptotic MSE
properties of estimators with fixed bandwidth parameters have been determined
A o
in Section 3, this result establishes the asymptotic MSE properties of J^(S^),
1 .-0.
including the consistency of J,p(S,p) , and allows some asymptotic optimality
A --0.
properties of J^(S^) to be obtained.
THEOREM 6: Consider any kernel k(') e K^. Suppose (S^) satisfies Assumption
C. Then,
I, q/( q+ ) sup |MSE^(b'J^(sS)b) - MSE^(b'J^(S^)b)| -» 0 as T -» «
Fepll
for all b e R.
COMMENTS; 1. Under the assumptions, Lemmas 1 and 2 and Theorems 5 and 6 com-
A A A
bine to establish the consistency of J^(.S^,) and J^(S^) for P e P,, .
2. Theorems 1, 5, and 6 combine to establish upper bounds on the asymptot-
A A A
ic MSE of JT,(S^,) and J^(S^) for any P e P.,, and lower bounds for any
p€ponpir
Next we state some asymptotic minimax optimality properties for automatic
A
bandwidth parameters (S,p) that satisfy Assumption C. As above, (S^J and (S,J
are the examples of primary interest. These results combine with Theorem 2 to
yield asymptotically optimal kernel and automatic bandwidth parameters. These
optlmality properties are not definitive by any means, but they do suggest that
the proposed procedures have some nice properties when the approximating para-
metric models are chosen appropriately.
For any a > 0, let P^ (a) - P^ where P ^ is defined with e - e* - a and
with P., given by an approximating parametric distribution with parameter f for
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some ^ e S such that a^ - a and f,^ , £^\ > 0 for some i.
rl iui 1"UX.
Let (S^;) be any sequence of automatic bandwidth parameters such that for
some sequence of fixed bandwidth parameters (S^,), which satisfies S^, -* <*> and
S^"'/T -> -y for some -y e [0,a], we have
(8.3) lim T2q/(2q+l) EpL(J^), J^) - E^L(J^). J ) - 0,
where P, is as defined for P,, (a).
THEOREM 7: Let k(') € K^ and let q be as In X,. Assuzne Assumptions A and B
hold. Let [S^,} be any sequence of automatic bandwidth parameters that satis-
fles f8.3) and let (S^,) be any sequence that satisfies Assumption C, Then, for
any a > 0, {S,,,} Is preferred to [S^,} in the sense that
,2q/(2q+l)r _ „, ^ „!, , ,_ _ ^ , /, /,0,Uffl T2q/(2q+l)| sup E^L(J^,(si;), J^) - sup E^L(J^(sS), J^)| >: 0
T— LP6P^(a) r ' ' tc PeP^(a)
with equality only if S^, - S^ + o(Tl/( q )) as T -» <».
•I
To complete this section, we discuss the behavior of automatic HAC esti-
mators when the true distribution P is such that a^ - 0. The primary example
is when {V ) is uncorrelated, i.e., ^^(j) equals zero for all |j | ^ 1 and all
A A
T. In this case, the optimal value of S^, is infinity, which yields J - F(0).
One could have a^ - 0, however, even when (V^) is not uncorrelated. For
example, suppose AR(1) parametric models are utilized. If the first order
autocorrelations of (V ) are zero but higher order autocorrelations are non-
zero, then a will equal zero even though the estimand J includes terms
I\.o0") that are non-zero for j ^ 0.
When OQ - 0, a generally is 0_(T "") for the automatic bandwidth parameters
A
{S^,} and (S^). (To see this, consider the formulae for a given in (5.2)-(5.7).
Replace the parameters p„, \f>y, and/or if> by estimators that are 0 (T ) to
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A
obtain d - 0_(T--L).) In consequence, S^, and S^ are 0_(1). Thus, if (V^) is
p,- ,-, - > , ^ -—-^ —- -p.-. -, — . ^,
uncorrelated, the automatic HAC estimator generally will be consistent. On the
other hand, if a,, - 0 and (V^) is correlated, then the automatic HAC estimator
A
will be inconsistent in general, since S^, and S^ do not diverge to infinity.
This case is quite special and may not be of great concern.
9. MONTE CARLO RESULTS
In this section, simulation methods are used to evaluate the asymptotic
results obtained in Sections 3-8." In particular we are interested in evalu-
ating the results of Theorem 2 regarding the minimax optimal kernel, the
results of Theorem 3 regarding first order asymptotically optimal bandwidth and
lag truncation parameters, and the results of Theorems 6 and 7 regarding auto-
matic bandwidth parameters.
The models we consider are linear regression models, each with an inter-
cept and four regressors, see (2.1). The estimand of interest is the variance
of the LS estimator of the first non-constant regressor. (That is, the esti-
A
mand is the second diagonal element of Var(./T($ - ff^)) in (2.1).) Four basic
regression models are considered: AR(1)-HOMO, in which the errors and regres-
sors are homoskedastic AR(1) processes; AR(1)-HET1 and AR(1)-HET2, in which the
errors and regressors are AR(1) processes with multiplicative heteroskedastic-
ity overlaid on the errors; and MA(l)-HOMO, in which the errors and regressors
are homoskedastic MA(1) processes. (Details concerning the models are given
below.) A range of six to eight parameter values are considered for each
model. Each parameter value corresponds to a different degree of autocorrela-
tion.
Estimators based on the five kernels of (2.7) are evaluated. They are:
White/truncated (WH/TR), Newey-West/Bartlett (NW/BT) , Gallant/Parzen (GAL/PR),
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Tukey-Hanning (TH), and quadratic spectral (QS). The performance of each ker-
nel estimator is determined for a variety of different bandwidths . These band-
widths include the first order asymptotically optimal bandwidth given in (5.9),
the automatic bandwidth given in (7.2) based on AR(1) approximating models with
p, estimated by LS for each i, and a grid of fixed bandwidths that are used to
obtain the finite sample optimal bandwidth. For the former two bandwidths, the
weights (Wg) are taken to be zero for the intercept and one quarter for the
others.
For comparative purposes, three estimators are considered in addition to
the kernel estimators described above: the heteroskedasticity consistent esti-
mator of Eicker (1967) and White (1980), denoted INID; the standard LS variance
estimator for iid errors, denoted IID; and a parametric estimator that assumes
that the errors are homoskedastic, AR(1) random variables, denoted PAR. More
specifically,
INID - [^xtxt] (il5^xtxt](?^xtxt]
-1
22
(9.1) IID - (^) w- and22
PAR - (^]-l(^](^j/l-tl^)-l(^)-1
22
where p^^ is the LS estimator of p from the regression of U on U i for
t - 2, .... T, p - min(.97, p,o), and [•]„„ denotes the second diagonal element
of the matrix *.
For each variance estimator and each scenario, the following performance
criteria are estimated by Monte Carlo simulation: (1) the exact bias, vari-
ance, mean-squared error (MSE), and mean absolute error (MAE) of the variance
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estimator, and (2) the true confidence levels of the nominal 99%, 95%, and 90%
regression coefficient confidence intervals (Cis) based on the t-statistic con-
structed using the LS coefficient estimator and the variance estimator. (The
nominal 100(l-a)% Cis are based on an asymptoCic normal approximation. For the
INID, IID, and PAR estlmators, this normal approximation is not valid asymptot-
ically in all of the scenarios under consideration.) These two sets of criteria
are considered because we are interested both in how well the kernel estimators
estimate the LS coefficient estimator's variance and in how well they perform
when used to form confidence intervals for the regression coefficient. The
control variate method of Davidson and MacKinnon (1981) is used to estimate the
true confidence levels in (2).
Sample sizes of 64, 128, and 256 are investigated. One thousand repeti-
tions are used for each scenario.
Next we describe the four models used in the Monte Carlo study. The
AR(l)-HOMO model consists of mutually independent errors and regressors. The
errors are mean zero, homoskedastic, stationary, AR(l), normal random variables
with variance 1 and AR parameter p. The four regressors are generated by four
independent draws from the same distribution as that of the errors, but then
11..... 12
are transformed to achieve a diagonal ^ S X^X^. matrix.*" Since the expectation
11...... . ° - Tt~1 -t
of y S X^X^. is diagonal, the transformation used to obtain diagonality should
Lt-l
be close to the identity map. With this transformation, the estimand and the
estlmators simplify and the computational burden is reduced considerably. The
estimand becomes just the product of the second diagonal elements of the three
5x5 matrices multiplied together in (2.1). Two of these diagonal elements
are known--only one has to be estimated, viz., the second diagonal element of
the J^,Q matrix. Without the transformation, one has to compute all twenty-five
elements of the estimated J matrix, rather than a single element, in order to
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compute the performance criteria described above.
The values considered for the AR(1) parameter p in the AR(1)-HOMO model
are 0, .3, .5, .7, .9, .95, -.3, -.5. In each scenario, the same value of p is
used for the errors and the regressors.
The distributions of all of the variance estimators considered here are
Invariant with respect to the regression coefficient vector ff in the model.
Hence, we set 9 - 0 in each model and do so without loss of generality.
The AR(1)-HET1 and AR(1)-HET2 models are constructed by introducing multi-
plicative heteroskedasticity to the errors of the AR(1)-HOMO model. Suppose
(x^> U^ : t - 1, .... T) are the non-constant regressors and errors generated
by the AR(1)-HOMO model (where X^ - (1, x^)'). Let U^ - |x^| X U^ for
t - 1, ..., T. Then, (x.., U^. : t - 1, ..., T) are the non-constant regressors
and errors for the AR(1)-HET1 and AR(1)-HET2 models when $ - (1,0,0,0)' and
$ - (1/2,1/2,1/2,1/2)', respectively. In the AR(1)-HET1 model, the heteroske-
dasticity is related only to the regressor whose coefficient estimator's vari-
ance Is being estimated, whereas in the AR(1)-HET2 model, the heteroskedastic-
ity is related to all of the regressors. The same values of p are considered
as in the AR(1)-HOMO model.
When the regressor transformation map is the identity map, the errors in
the AR(1)-HET1 and AR(1)-HET2 models form mean zero, variance one, AR(1) se-
2
quences with AR parameter p" and innovations that are uncorrelated (uncondi-
tionally and conditionally on (X^)) but not independent. Hence, the errors
have an AR(l) correlation structure even after the introduction of heteroske-
dasticity.
The MA(1)-HOMO model is exactly the same as the AR(1)-HOMO model except
that the errors and the (pre-transformed) regressors are homoskedastic, sta-
13
tionary, MA(1) random variables with variance 1 and MA parameter r/>.^" The
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values of ^ that are considered are: .3, .5, .7, .99, -.3, -.7.
The first table of simulation results, Table 2, provides a comparison of
the five kernels of (2.7). The table presents ratios of the finite sample MSEs
of the WH/TR, NW/BT, GAL/PR, and TH estimators to those of the QS estimator for
each model scenario and T - 128. Each kernel estinator has its bandwidth/lag
truncation parameter set equal to its non-random, finite sample optimal value
(determined by grid search) to ensure comparability of the kernels.
The table shows that the QS estimator is slightly more efficient than the
GAL/PR estimator and very slightly more efficient than the TH estimator in the
scenarios considered. These results are basically consistent with the asymp-
totic results for kernel comparisons given in Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 Comment
4. The finite sample advantage of the QS kernel over the GAL/PR kernel, how-
ever, is clearly less than its asymptotic advantage. For these kernels, re-
suits corresponding to those of Table 2, but for sample sizes T - 64 and
T - 256, are quite similar to those of Table 2.
In Table 2, the three estimators QS, GAL/PR, and TH consistently exhibit a
distinct, but not huge, advantage over the NW/BT estimator. This advantage is
predicted by the asymptotic results of Theorem 1 (also see Theorem 3 Comment
4), since the NW/BT estimator has MSE that converges to zero at a slower rate
(viz., 0(1/T~/')) than the other three estimators (0(1/T^^)). It is interest-
ing to note that for sample size T - 256, the MSE advantage of the QS, GAL/PR,
and TH estimators over the NW/BT estimator is more pronounced than in Table 2
where T - 128. This is expected given the asymptotic results.
For all of the estimators, the results of Table 2 are not changed much
when the MSE criterion is replaced by the MAE criterion. The only change that
occurs is that the differences between the estimators are somewhat less pro -
nounced.
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The WH/TR estimator exhibits wide fluctuations in its MSE relative effi-
ciency with respect to the QS estimator and the other three estimators. In
the AR(1)-HOMO model, it ranges from being 9% less efficient to 7% more effi-
cient than the QS estimator. For most scenarios, however, it is more efficient
than the QS estimator. This is what is suggested by the asymptotic results
(see Lemma 2 Comment 2), since the bias of the WH/TR estimator declines at a
faster rate than it does for the other estimators. Results corresponding to
Table 2 but with sample sizes T - 64 and T - 256 show that the relative effi-
ciency of the UH/TR estimator is increasing with T (i.e., the ratios of MSEs
are declining) in most scenarios, but at a fairly slow rate.
Comparisons of the true confidence levels of the Cis constructed using the
five different variance estimators are not given in the tables, because they
are quite similar to the comparisons based on MSEs given in Table 2. In all
cases, the Cis' true confidence levels fall short of their nominal confidence
levels. Thus, the best Cis are the ones whose confidence levels are the larg-
est. Of the NW/BT, GAL/PR, TH, and QS-based Cis, the QS-based Cis are fairly
consistently the best, but only by a slight margin over the GAL/PR and TH-based
Cis. The margin is larger with respect to the NW/BT-based Cis. There are two
reasons why the NW/BT-based Cis do worse than the other Cis. First, the NW/BT
variance estimator has greater MSEs than do the other estlmators, and second,
its squared bias/variance ratio is significantly larger than that of the other
estimators in most cases. The latter property is to be expected given the
asymptotic properties of the estimators (see Theorem 3 Comment 3).
The true confidence level results for the WH/TR-based Cis are similar to
the WH/TR estlmator's MSE results. In some scenarios they are the best Cis,
and in some scenarios they are the worst. The scenarios in which they are best
and worst are the same scenarios where the WH/TR estimator has lowest and high-
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est MSEs, respectively, in Table 2.
One drawback of the WH/TR estimator (as well as the TH estimator) is that
it does not necessarily generate non-negative variance estimates. In the Monte
Carlo experiments, however, a significant number of negative estimates arise
only when there is very heavy autocorrelation. For example, in the AR(1)-HOMO
model with p - .95, the percentages of negative WH/TR estimates are 7.6, 1.2,
and 0 for T - 64, 128, and 256, respectively (when the finite sample optimal
lag truncation parameter was used) . For smaller values of p, the percentages
are all zero for all sample sizes considered.
A second drawback of the WH/TR estimator is that the formulae (5.8) and
(7.1) for the first order asymptotically optimal fixed and automatic lag trun-
A
cation parameters, M^ and M^, respectively, do not apply to it. Nevertheless,
in the Monte Carlo results, it was found that these formulae work quite veil
for the WH/TR estimator if one treats it in the same fashion as the QS kernel.
That is, one takes q - 2 and k,, - k^^p - 1.^212. The latter corresponds to
k,, - .3551 for the normalization of the truncated kernel given in (2.7). This
yields
(9.2) M^ - .661l(aT) /5 and ^ - .6611(dT) /5
for the WH/TR estimator using the nonaalization of (2.7).
For brevity, we only discuss results for the QS estimator in the remainder
of this section. For the most part, in the tables that follow, the relative
performances of the other kernel estimators in comparison with the QS estimator
follow patterns similar to those observed in Table 2.
Table 3 is designed to show how well the first order asymptotically opti-
mal bandwidth/lag truncation parameter formulae (given in Theorem 3 and (5.9))
work. The table gives the ratio of the MSE of the QS estimator using S$ to its
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MSE using the S^, value that minimizes its finite sample MSE. We will call the
latter value the finite sample optimal S^ value. All model scenarios and
sample sizes are reported in the table.
For the AR(1)-HOMO and MA(1)-HOMO models in Table 3, the value of a used
in the formula for S$ is determined from (5.3) and (5.7), respectively, using
the fact that (VJ - (X^U,.) has homoskedastic AR(1) and MA(1) correlation
2 .2
structures with AR(1) parameter p~ and MA(1) parameter ^" in these models. In
the AR(1)-HET1 and AR(1)-HET2 models, (Xg^) does not have an AR(1) correla-
tion structure. Its correlation structure is parametric, but complicated. The
AR(1)-HOMO model is used to approximate the correlation structure in these
models. Thus, the same values of a are used in the formula for S^ in the het-
eroskedastic AR(1) models as in the homoskedastic AR(1) model.
Table 3 shows that in general the S$ bandwidth values work very well.
This is true in both the homoskedastic and heteroskedastic cases. The S;
values work better with positive serial dependence than with the less common
case of negative serial dependence. They work better in the AR(1) models than
in the MA(1) model. In addition, they work better with smaller values of p and
if> than with very large values. No clear improvement or deterioration of the
MSE ratios occurs as T increases from 64 to 128 to 256.
The analogue of Table 3 that uses true confidence levels rather than MSEs
as the performance criteria exhibits patterns similar to those of Table 3, and
hence, is not reported here. The main differences are that the relatively poor
performance in Table 3 for negative p and ^ values and for the MA(1)-HOMO model
does not occur. In addition, the relatively poor performance in Table 3 when
p - .9 or .95 and T - 64 or 128 is accentuated. For other parameter values and
sample sizes, the QS-based Cis constructed using S^ are close to being as good
as those constructed using the "best" fixed S^, value (i.e., the S^, value that
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minimizes the difference between the true and the nominal confidence levels).
In conclusion, in terms of both MSE and true confidence levels, the
asymptotic formula for S$ works surprisingly well in selecting the bandwidth
parameter for the QS estimator (at least in the models under consideration).
For the other kernels, the results for the asymptotic formulae for the lag
truncation parameters M^ are similar.
Table 4 assesses the performance of the automatic bandwidth procedure
introduced in Section 7 (see (7.1)). In all scenarios, the approximating par-
ametric models used by the automatic bandwidth procedure are AR(1) models.
The results of Table 4 are similar to those of Table 3 but in general the
A
QS estimator does worse using S^, than using S$, as one would expect. The dif-
A
ference in many cases is not large and in some cases S^ outperforms S$. In
particular, in each of the three AR(1) models, when p - .9 or .95 and T - 64,
A
128, or 256, S^ does better than S^. The reason is Chat S^ exceeds the finite
sample optimal S^, value in these scenarios and the downward bias of the AR(l)
A
parameter estimators causes S^, to be less than S$ and closer to the finite
sample optimal value on average. With the exception of these cases, the use of
A
S^ rather than S$ generally incurs a penalty of a 0-10% increase in MSE.
The analogue of Table 4 that uses true confidence levels rather than MSEs
A
as the performance criterion puts the automatic bandwidth parameter S^, in an
A
even better light than does Table 4. In virtually every case, the use of S,
incurs only a small reduction in the true confidence levels from the true level
obtained using the best fixed S^, value. (The latter confidence levels are
always less than or equal to the nominal level, so a reduction always corres-
ponds to an increase in the disparity between the true and nominal levels.)
For example, in most scenarios, the reduction in the confidence level for the
nominal 95% Cis is in the range of 0 to 1%.
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A
In conclusion, the automatic bandwidth procedure S^, performs quite well in
terms of MSE and true confidence levels in comparison with the optimal finite
sample bandwidth (in the models considered).
Tables 5-7 aim to show how well kernel HAC estimators perform in compari-
son with other types of variance estimators, viz., INID, IID, and PAR. The
kernel estimator used for all three tables is the QS estimator with the auto -
A
matic bandwidth parameter S^, discussed above. The results for other kernels
and other bandwidth choices (such as S$ and the finite sample optimal S,p value)
can be deduced reasonably well from the comparative results given above.
Table 5 presents detailed results for the AR(1)-HOMO model with sample
size T - 128. Table 6 presents analogous, but less detailed, results for a
subset of parameter values in the AR(1)-HET1, AR(1)-HET2, and MA(1)-HOMO models
with sample size T - 128. Table 7 presents a selected set of results for all
four models with sample size T - 256.
The first feature of note in Tables 5-7 is that the QS estimator basically
dominates INID, and PAR basically dominates IID, over all model scenarios.
When p or ^ equals zero, INID and IID are at most slightly better than QS and
PAR, respectively. When p or ^ is non-zero, QS and PAR usually are distinctly
superior to INID and IID, respectively. Thus, when no autocorrelation is pres-
ent, one pays a small price for using a HAC estimator with an automatic band-
width parameter rather than a heteroskedasticity consistent estimator of the
Eicker-White form. On the other hand, when autocorrelation is present, one
stands to gain significantly from the use of a HAC estlmator rather than an
Eicker-White type estimator.
The next feature of note in Tables 5-7 is the very poor performance of all
of the estimators in the AR(1) models when p - .9 or .95. This is expected for
INID and IID, but it also is true for QS and PAR. For the QS estimator, this
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poor performance is not due to poor choices of S^, or to the choice of kernel--
A
the results are improved little or none if S is replaced by the finite sample
optimal S,p value or if the QS kernel is replaced any of the other four kernels.
A comparison of the QS and PAR estimators for sample size T - 128 (Tables
5 and 6) shows that PAR is better than QS in the AR(l)-HOMO and MA(1)-HOMO
models in terms of MSE and true confidence levels. The differences in MSE are
quite large for p S .7; the differences in truo confidence levels are much
smaller. In the AR(1)-HET1 model, the reverse is true. The QS estimator is
much better than PAR in terms of both MSE and true confidence levels over the
entire range of p values. In the AR(1)-HET2 model, neither QS nor PAR is dom-
inant. PAR enjoys an edge in MSE, but QS is better in terms of true confidence
levels.
In sum, for T - 128, PAR is the best all-round estimator if one ignores
the AR(1)-HET1 model. Even PAR performs very poorly in each of the AR(l)
models, however, when p - .9 or .95. If one includes the AR(1)-HET1 model,
then the QS estimator is the best all-round estimator, since PAR does very
poorly in this model. Nevertheless, the QS estimator pays a significant price
for attaining its versatility, as the comparison with PAR in the AR(1)-HOMO
model attests.
Next we discuss the changes that occur in the results when the sample size
is increased from 128 to 256 (see Table 7). For the INID and IID estimators,
there is not much change. When p - 0 or ^ - 0 there are improvements in their
MSEs and some improvements in their true confidence levels. But, when p > 0 or
^ > 0, there is not much improvement in either their MSEs or their true confi-
dence levels. In consequence, the dominance of QS over INID and PAR over IID
is enhanced when the sample size is increased.
For the QS and PAR estlmators, the increase in sample size from 128 to 256
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causes a substantial improvement in their MSEs and true confidence levels in
the AR(1)-HOMO model, especially for large values of p. The gap between the
true confidence levels of the QS and PAR estimators is narrowed. In the
AR(l)-HETl and AR(1)-HET2 models the QS estimator exhibits similar improvements
when the sample size is increased. The PAR estimator, however, shows no im-
provement in the AR(1)-HET1 model and only small improvements in the AR(1)-HET2
i
model. In consequence, the dominance of QS over PAR in the AR(1)-HET1 model is
accentuated when T - 256, and the lack of dominance of either QS or PAR in the
AR(l)-HET2 model when T - 128 is replaced by dominance of QS when T - 256. In
the MA(1)-HOMO model, QS and PAR both improve in MSE with the sample size in-
crease, QS improves in true confidence levels, but PAR does not.
In sum, the increase in sample size from T - 128 to T - 256 improves the
overall performance of the QS estimator absolutely and relatively to the PAR,
INID, and IID estimators. As when T - 128, QS has the best overall performance
of the four estimators when T - 256 if one includes the AR(1)-HET1 model. PAR
is the best estimator overall if this model is excluded. In the latter case,
the preference for PAR over QS in terms of true confidence levels is much less
when T - 256 than when T - 128.
10. CONCLUSION
The results of this paper are summarized as follows:
(i) The paper compares different kernel HAC estimators in the literature
via asymptotic and simulation methods. The paper establishes an asymptotically
optimal kernel, viz. , the QS kernel, from the class of kernels that generate
psd estimates. The latter includes the Bartlett and Parzen kernels. The Monte
Carlo results substantiate the optimality of the QS kernel within this class,
both in terms of MSE performance and in terms of true confidence level perform-
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ance. The difference in performance between the kernels, however, is smaller
than the asymptotic results suggest.
The asymptotics show the QS and Tukey-Hanning estimators to be nearly
equal in terms of MSE. The Monte Carlo results bear this out. The asymptot-
ics show that the White/truncated estimator has a bias that converges to zero
at a faster rate than those of the other estimators. In the finite sample
results, this sometimes corresponds to a smaller MSE for the Bartlett estimator
than for the other estimators, but in some cases the Bartlett estimator has the
largest MSE.
Overall, the Monte Carlo results indicate that the differences between the
kernels are not large, with the exception of the Bartlett kernel. The asymp-
totics and finite sample results indicate that the Bartlett kernel is inferior
to the other kernels considered.
(ii) The paper determines suitable fixed and automatic bandwidth/lag trun-
cation parameters for use with HAC estimators. These parameters are determined
using asymptotlcs and are evaluated via Monte Carlo simulation. The fixed and
automatic parameters are found to perform very well in most cases in the simu-
lations. This is true for all sample sizes considered and for both the MSE and
the true confidence level criteria of performance. These results are particu-
larly useful, because the simulations confirm that che performance of a HAC
estimator is sensitive to the choice of bandwidth/lag truncation parameter.
(lii) The paper compares the performance of kernel HAC estimators with
other types of covariance matrix estimators via Monte Carlo simulation. The
other estimators considered are the Eicker-White heteroskedasticity consistent
estimator, the standard LS covariance matrix estimator (IID), and a parametric
estimator (PAR) that assumes that the errors are homoskedastic and AR(1). The
QS HAC estimator more or less dominates the Eicker-White estlmator, and the PAR
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estimator more or less dominates the IID estimator. The PAR estimator is bet-
ter than the QS HAC estimator when the errors are homoskedastic but not when
they are heteroskedastic. The performance of the QS HAC estimator relative to
that of the PAR estimator improves as the sample size increases. In sum, the
HAC estimator is the most versatile estimator of those considered. But, it
pays a significant price for its versatility when the errors are homoskedasitc,
as Is illustrated by its performance relative to that of the IID or PAR esti-
mators.
All of the estimators considered perform poorly in an absolute sense when
the amount of autocorrelation is large--even the PAR estimator. For the HAC
estimator, this is found to be true even if the finite sample optimal .band-
width/lag truncation parameter is used.
(iv) The paper establishes the consistency of kernel HAC estimators under
conditions that are more general in some respects than other results in the
literature. In particular, they are more general with respect to the class of
kernels considered and with respect to the allowable rate of increase of the
bandwidth/lag truncation parameters. In addition, the paper establishes rates
of convergence to the estimand of HAC estimators. If suitable bandwidth/lag
truncation parameters are used, these rates are fastest for the WH/TR estimat-




PROOF OF LEMMA I: Let Y - b'V For any J - -T+l, ..., T-l,
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For any j, m - -T+l, ..., T-l, let j, m denote |j|, |m|. Then,







? .-^i ^i<E^Y-^'Y- - EpV-JEPy.Y-)
? s-f.l t-ll<EFYSY-JEPYtYt-n + EPV'EPY-JY")
(A.1)






l)bS S |bT,(t-s)bbT,(t-s+j-m)b + bT,(t-s-m)bbT,(t-s+j)
T' s-j+1 t-m+11 '•
n^(-J,t-s,t-s-m)
^ E^ b'(F(j)-r^ (j))bb'(F(m)-r^ (m))b + ^ S S ^(-j ,t-s, t-s-m)
'1 "1 "I TA s-j+1 t-m+1
where the second equality holds by the definition of the fourth order cumulant
/Co^(s,s-j,t,t-m) of (Y^) under P, the first inequality holds by the definition
of P., , and the second inequality holds by reversing the argument of the first
and second equalities and the first inequality.
By a similar argument, we get
A-2
inf E^b'(F(j) - F^(j ))bb'(F(n) - r^(m))bp^-p- —
(A.2)
T T
^ £„ b'(F(j) - r^ (j))bb'(F(m) - F^ (m))b - -; S S K^(-J,t-s,t-s-m),
t0 "0 "0 T^ s-J+1 t-m+1
Let J^, denote the pseudo-estimator based on |k(«)|, S^, and (V ). Note
that k(*) € K^ implies |k(*)| € K^.
For k(«) e K^ , we have
lim J- Varp (b'3^b)
T^ ST '~plN~ ~T~
^ lim sup ^- Var^(b'5^b)
T-KO PeP^T
3 I:EpI. sklfclb'
. •3T rU—T+l (-^T-'
,2






J- S S k|l-]k|2-|E^b'(r(j)-r^(j))bb'(r(m)-r^(m))b
ST j—T+1 m—T+l-lsTJ ISTJ-F- " "' ~^"""~ "'~' 'TP'
|k(yk(^] I 'Ep,bf (r(J)-^<^)bb' <rC")-r^W)b
T-l T-l
£ lim — S S
T-KO "T j—T+1 m—T+1
2 TI1 T^1 ^
+ lim -s—p S S S /c^(-j ,u,u-m)
T-*« "T" J—T+1 m—T+1 u-
- lim J- Var^ (b'J^b),
T-»a> ST ~F1V~ 'T~
where the second inequality uses (A.l). If k(') e K^ , then J^ - J^, and (A.3)
establishes the first equality of part (b) of the Lemma. For arbitrary
k(«) € K^, however, we need to use the argument below to establish this equal-
ity.
For k(«) e XQ, an argument analogous to that of (A.3) using (A.2) in place
A-3
of (A.l) gives
lim J- Var^ (b'J^b) 2: lim inf J- Var^(b'5^,b)
T-KO "T "0 ' T-K» PeP "T
(A.4)
a: lim J- Var^ (b'J^b).
T-*» °T r0
Under the assumptions, by Theorem 9 and its proof in Hannan (1970, pp. 280
and 313-316) which is based on Parzen's (1957) Theorem 5A, for all k(«) € JC, we
have
(A.5) Urn Var (b'J b) - 8n2f^ J^k2(x)dx - 8^2f2 and
T-w "v
(A.6) Urn Var (b'J b) - 8,r2f^JaJk(x) |2dx - Sn2f2 ,
T-K» ~v
for v - 0, I.
Equations (A.3), (A.5), and (A.6) combine to establish part (b) of the
Lemma. Equations (A.4) and (A.5) yield part (a). D
PROOF OF LEMMA 2: For part (b), we have
Q - lim sup S^E^b'J^b - b'J^b)
T-»« PeP^
- Urn sup S^| S k[-L]bT^(j)b - S bT^(j)b|
T-KO pep^ "lj—T+1 *-"T^ " J—T+1
(A.7)
T-l
- Urn S; l^fl-k[y][l-l^]b'^(J)b
T-w lj—T+ll IOTJ




•|j|qbT,(j)b - lim-^ 2 [l-k[L| ] |j |bT, (j )b,
T-*« lj—T+ll l°T;
where the third equality holds because 1 - k(j/S^) £ 0 and
|bT^(j)b| ^ bT^(j)b - (1 - |j |/T)b'^(j )b, Vj .





S [l - k[^-|||j|b'^(j)b
j__T+ll ^TJJ'~' L
2S2 •
s£ lim — S |j|bT,(j)b - 0 .
T^X) x j.
since S^/T -* 0 as T-»». If f^ < " and 0 < q < 1, then
A-4
T-l |, | q
(A.9) G ^ lim 2S^ S |^| bT,(j)b - 0
T^o 'j—T+1'
since S /T -+ 0 as T-» <x>. If f^/ < «° and q - 0, then
(A.10) G < lim 2
T-~ LJ
T:l.._ .... " T:1
S bT,(j)b - S [1 - -UJ-|bT,(j)b|
—T+l " J—T+l'
- 0,
where the equality holds by the standard result that the two sums converge to
co
the same limit 2 S bT.,(j)b (which is finite by definition of P,)
j—
If f^) < oo, then by (A.7), (A.8), (A.9), and (A. 10),
T-l 1 - k(j/S^
(A.11) Q - lim 2 ———|j|4bT,(j)b.
T-° J-T+1 |j/SJq
j^o
Suppose k < " and f<^) < «o. Let a(x) - (1 - k(x))/|x|q for x ^ 0 and
a(x) - k_ for x - 0. By definition of k_, a(x) -> k_ as x -» 0. Under the
q - q • q
assumptions on k(«), a(«) is non-negative and bounded. Hence, there exists a
constant M < <o such that a(x) ^ M Vx € R. Given c > 0, choose a constant
tO
T^ < <» such that S |j|qbT,(j)b < c/(4M). Then, using (A.11) we get
j-yi-
A-5
|Q-2^k,f^)| £ lim S° |a|.L|-kJ . |j | qbT, (j )b+Hm 2S |a|^-]-kJ . |j | qbT, (j )b




Since c > 0 is arbitrary the desired result follows.
Next, suppose k - » and 0 < f^ S ". Since f<^) > 0, bT^)b > 0 for
q
some £ f* 0. Hence, using (A.7). we have
(A.13) Q Ss lim
1 - k(^/S )
T— |.e/sjq
l^<l[l-^i]b'^(j)b--,
where the equality holds by the definition of k .
If k - co and f(^) - 0, then Q - 0 because f(^) - 0 implies that
.bT^(j)b - 0 Vj ^ 0 and this implies that the last line of (A. 7) is zero.
Finally, suppose f^/ - <*> and 0 < k^ <«. Since a(0) - k^ > 0 and a(x) is
continuous in a neighborhood of zero, there exist constants e > 0 and c 6 (0,1]
such that a(x) s c > 0 for |x| ^ c. Hence, using (A.7) we have
T-l




2: Urn ' 2T' e|j|q(l - [cS^,]/T)bT,(j)b - «,
T-^» j~[cS^]
since [cS,p]/T -* 0 as T-»«o. This completes the proof of part (b).
The proof of part (a) is identical to that of part (b) above except that
sup , F,(j), T,(£), and f^) are replaced by inf , F^(j), r^(>e), and f^),
PeP^ " " "" PePp
respectively. D
A-6
PROOF OF THEOREM 1: For -y € (0,«) and q € (0,<»), we have S -» co, S^/T -* 0, and
S^,/T -> 0 as T -> °>. When 7- 0 or-y -co, these conditions hold by assumption.
Hence, Lemmas 1 and 2 apply. When -y e (0,«), parts (a) and (b) of the Theorem
follow from Lemmas l(a) and 2(a) and Lemmas l(b) and 2(b), respectively.
For -y - », (T/S )/S^q -» 0 and so T/S^ - S^q x »»^, where r,^ -^ 0 as T ^ co.
Thus, by Lemma 2 and the assumption that k"(f^/)" < «° the squared bias terms
in parts (a) and (b) of the Theorem converge to zero as T-> " as desired. The
variance terms in parts (a) and (b) of the Theorem converge to the appropriate
limits as T-> « by Lenuna 1.
For -y - 0, (T/S^,)/S^q -» a> and so T/S^ - S^q X ^ where ^ ^ • as T -* «.
Thus, by Lemma 2 and the assumption that k'"(f^,l/)~ > 0 the squared bias terms
in parts (a) and (b) of the Theorem diverge to infinity as T -*°o as desired, a
PROOF OF THEOREM 2: By Lemmas l(b) and 2(b) with q - 2,
T 9 9 -t
(A.15) sup MSEp(b'J b) - S^'k^f^)' + T±8^f^ + o(S^) + o(S /T)
Fepl
as T -* °o. The MSE of b'QS^b is analogous but with k^ replaced by k^p • lf
•y € (0,«], then r^ x o(S^4) - T/S^, x o(S^) - o(l) and r^, X o(S^,/T) - o(l). If
•y - 0, then r X o(S^/T) - S^ x o(S^,/T) - o(l) and r^, X o(S^4) - o(l). Hence,
Mm r^[sup MSE^(b'J^b) - sup MSE^(b'QS^b)]
T-HO ' PeP^ ' ' PeP^
.-^,.-2/^(2),2/,.2 ,.2-l^^S^-(f^/)-(k^ -k^g)
(A.16)
4^2(f^)) (k^ - k^s)/-Y If 7 e <0,«]
K<flb/> ^2 - ^QS> if ^ - °
2: 0,
A-7
where the inequality follows from the result (proved below) that for all
k(.) e^, k^ S k^g. The inequality of (A.16) is strict if k^ > k^g, 7 ^ «,
and f^ > 0. The former condition holds for k(') E K^ if and only if
k(x) v* knp(x) with positive Lebesgue measure (see below).
Since k, - J°°_A2K(A)dA, k(0) - J^K(A)dA, and J-OJc2(x)dx - J°°_K2(A)dA, we
—flO ' ' ' ' ' w ^"00 - - * ^ ^^K} ' " <^ •ii—<0
have k^ s k^^^, for all k(«) € K^ if and only if K^(A) minimizes
(A. 17) J^° A K(A)dA
subject to (a) J^K(A)dA - 1, (b) J^K2(A)dA - 1, (c) K(A) S 0 VA € R, and
(d) K(A) - K(-A) VA 6 R, where K (A) - j-(l - A2/c2) for JAJ ^ c and
^no(^) ~ ^ otherwise for c - 6ir/5. This minimization problem is solved using a
calculus of variations argument.
For a function K(A) satisfying the conditions above, write
K(A) - K^(A) + c(A). Condition (a) implies: (1) J_^c(A)dA - 0. Condition (b)
implies: (2) 2j°°^K^(A)£(A)dA + f_e (A)dA - 0. Condition (c) implies:
(3) c(A) Ss 0 for |A| >: c. Condition (d) implies: (4) c(A) - c(-A) VA e R. We
need to show that J°°_A K(A)dA - Ja°^A K^(.\)d\ - J<a_A e(A)dA a: 0.
—co ' ' w —co US ' ' w —co
By (1) and (3), f°_\2c(\)d\ > -o. If Jd°^A2e(A)dA - ", the desired result
2
holds. Hence, it suffices to consider the case where J~^\"c(,\)d\ < <*>. By (2),
(3), (4), and the definition of K^(A), we have
0 - O2 + ^Q\S£ + <KQS£ - O2 + 1. ^<l - ^2).<A)dA






(A. 19) f_\2£(\)d\ - ^
2 2
2,5 r» A" - c'




This implies k^ > k^,^^. The inequality is strict unless e(A) - 0 almost
everywhere Lebesgue on (-",«). The latter holds only if K(A) - K (,(A) and
k(x) - k^^(x) almost everywhere Lebesgue on (-",«). D
PROOF OF THEOREM 3: Suppose S^ ' "/T ->-y-«as T-*°°. Then, for any i such
2
that f^ > 0 and w, > 0, Theorem l(b) gives
liffi T2q/(2q+l)_ sup EpL(J^(S^), J^p)
T-KO pep, (a)
2: Urn T2q/(2q+l)w<, sup MSE^(b'^(S^)b<,)
T^o ^ PeP^(a)
l/(2q+l) ^
(A.20) - l±m(S;4"/T) w, ^- sup MSE^(b^(S^)b,)
T-^> A '• °T PeP^(a)
l/(2q+l).. <,_2^2-.y—w^-q -. .
Alternatively, suppose -y - 0. Then, for any St such that (f^/)^ > 0 and
Wg > 0, Lemma 2(b) gives
Urn T2qA2q+l) sup E,L(J^(S,), J^)
T^co PEP (a)





1/(S^"-L/T) w,S^q sup (E^b'^(S^)b^ - b,J^b^)2
PeP^(a)
- <i/.2'"'"^>).,(2.^y -..
Next, suppose -y € (0,°°). Then, by Theorem l(b),
A-9
Mffl T2q/(2q+l) sup E^L(J^(S^), J^)
T-^> PeP^(a)
.l/(2q+l) T r ..-_ .. .-
(A.22) - l±jD(S^"/T) ^- sup S w,MSE^(b,J^(S^)b,)
T^» ' °T PEP (a) i-\ x
.^/(2,.l)^^^)^,^)
'£-1 x' q' iD<e' ' ' LD£
It is straightforward to show that the right-hand-side above is uniquely min-
2
imized over -ye (0,<n) at -y* - qk""a and that a sequence (S^,) satisfies
S^q+l/T -^ 7* as T -» " if and only if S - S^ + o(T /< q+ )) as T-» «.D
PROOF OF THEOREM 4: First we establish part (a). By the proofs of Lemmas 1
and 2,
(A.23) sup MSEp(b^J(S)b)-MSE(b^(S)b)+0(T~2)
as T -> <».
Also by the proofs of Lemmas 1 and 2,
(A.24) MSE (b^(S^)b^) - B^(S^) + V^(S,p + 0(T~2)
^
as T -> °o, where the 0(T ~) term is the fourth order cumulant term.
Combining these results shows that the left hand side (LHS) of the expres-
sion in part (a) satisfies
r .-2
(A.25) LHS - lim ^ 2 w^[B^(S^) + V^(S^) - B^(S^*) - V^(S^*)] a: 0 .
T-*o £'~1
To establish part (b), note that in (A.24) above the term 0(T *") is
identically zero if (b'gV.J is Gaussian under P., . This holds because the fourth
order cumulant of a Gaussian sequence is zero. In this case,
A-10
MSEp (b^(S)b^) - B^(S) + V^(S) and the result follows. D
PROOF OF THEOREM 5: Since the degrees of freedom correction T/(T-r) that
A
appears in the definition of J has no effect on the asymptotic properties of
A
J^, we proceed In this proof as though it does not appear in the definition.
Let C^ - b'J^b - b'J^b. We have
T-KO pep ^TJ
(A.26) - lim sup [J-] |2E^(b'^b - b'J^b)B^ + E^
T^» Pep IOT;
.Urn sup |i-| |MSE^(b'J^b) - MSE^(b'J^,b)|
- O pep. l-i:>T
^
^ 2 limfsup fi-] MSEp(b'^b)] . fsup fj-1 EpC^ + lim sup {]-}
T-w'.pep. ^ r ^ ; <-P€P. l°TJ r 1; T-w pep. ^.':>TJ
FT 1^- -2




and (ii) Urn sup |^-| MSE^(b'J^b) < «. Result (ii) follows for $ - 0 or 1 by
T^» ?€P^1J
Theorem l(b) since |f^| < «, k^ < w, f^/ < o>, and -y > 0.
For part (a) and ^ - 0, result (i) is obtained as follows. Let J^(.ff)
denote the "estimator" calculated using k(*), S^,, and (V^(tf)). A mean value •
expansion of b'J^b - b'3^($)b about ^ yields C^ - ^- b'3^(^)b ($ - ?Q) for
some 9 on the line segment joining 6 and 9^. Straightforward manipulations
yield






^ 2 ||b I
r- T »\^^ L T n „ n 2
|^S sup||V^)||2| .|^S supl^-V^^I'
lt-l ffeQ" c' '" J [Tt-l 8eQ^ffm t'
1/2
r r
sup EpC; - sup S S E^,W^(?, - ^ff)((L - ^nJpgp^-P-T p^ ^ ^-P"T^"TmN-i -Orx-m 'Om/
(A.29)
..' ^ ^^^(;. - .^
g2 f T_^ -(2
^r2|^ V |k(j/S,)||
'T J—T+1








- o(l) as T -> »o,
^
where the last equality uses assumption A and the fact that S^/T -> 0 when
T-l
q e (1/2,«) and ^- S |k(J/S^)| -» J<OJk(x)|dx <« as T-» «. Thus, result
ST j—T+1" '" T' ' -^°- • • •
(i) holds for part (a).
For part (b) and $ - 1, a two term Taylor expansion gives
<A-30) CT - [a^b':TT<(?o)b]<;-<?o) + J<;-<?0)'[^Jr-bfJT<i)b]<;-<?0> - L1P + L2P-
A
where 9 lies on the line segment joining 6 and 9^. Hence,
(A.31) ^ - E,L^ + E^2p + 2EpL^p.
It is straightforward to show that 3Tb'JT<^b ^ zlTmVyT and
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Tb'J^(^)b|{3686'" "T £ Z S Thus,
(A.32)
(A.33)
k ^EAT skr2 ^ ^^[[4-b'J-T(<o)b]<<.- <o.>)'
^ T r2 ^ ^EP(zlTmyT<$m - tf0m)>2 ' ° and
J^ sup EpL^p ^^ sup Ep||$ - Oj
ST P€^-F-2P - 4ST PeP^-
aii^bf:JT<^b -1]:
S ^ Ep(^lff - ffol'z2r/Tl$ - (?ot] " °
as T -* °°. Equations (A. 31) to (A. 33) and the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality give
result (i) for part (b). a
The proof of Theorem 6 uses the following Lemma:
LEMMA Al: Let k(«), (S^), {S^} , a, and q be as In Theorem 6, Let v be as
defined in P,,. Then,
T-l
(a) T2q/(2q+l) sup EJ S „ k(j/S^)bT(j)b| -» 0 as T -* co for all b e Rr
PeP^ r[j-[(S$o)]v+l
and
(b) T2q/(2q+l) ^ ^
P6P,11
Ks?p-)v].....-o. ...._. _.n.
ES (k(j/S^) - k(j/S^))bT(j)b| -^ 0 as T ^ «
J-l
'TP'
for all b e R".
PROOF OF THEOREM 6: Let • || - (£„(•) ) / . For any constant J and any random
A A
variables J., and J^, the triangle inequality gives
(A. 34) ||J^ -J^llp^ IIIJi -J||p - ||J2 -Jllpl.
Hence, it suffices to show that
A-13
(A. 35) T2q/(2q+l) sup ||b'J^(sS)b - b'J^(S^)b||^ ^ 0 as T -» ».
F£pll
The latter follows from Lemma Al parts (a) and (b) , since





+ 2 S k(j/S;)bT(j)b - 2 2 k(j/S^)bT(j)b .
j-1 - i - j-1 - lr







by applying Lemma Al part (a) with (S^) of the Lemma given by the fixed
sequence {S^ }. a
PROOF OF LEMMA Al: First we prove part (a). We have
> 1/2
sup Epl S ^ k(j/S<i))bT(j)b]
PeP,
|^,2q/(2q+l) T:1 ....-0...^...121 J  „ j/ ;)bT(j)b|
' ^ r4j-[(S^)v]+l11 J-^"TP^
»1/2
sup Epl S ^ k(j/S^)(bT(j)b - bT^(j)b)]
Pep,




S k(j/S^)bT^n(j)b+ II2q/(2q+l>."? Epf. ,.-TElv,..k«/s;> IpU>b121
lj-[(s^p)v]+lp£pll ^ v
- A^, + A^.
Since |k(.)| £ 1 and |bT^p(j)b| s b'^(j)b, we get
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T-l . . 91 V2
^. ^2q/(2q+l>^" EpL^V,.Jkws;>l-l"Tlp(J)Ml






,q/(2q+l) _ ^ F ,-m,
-sup C3l.._- .v. -t I"dJ
p€pn JJ[<S$p)v]
^
F ll ~"[ s?
^ C.T[q-v(m-l)]/(2<i+1^
-> 0 as T -> co,
for some constant C^ e (0,«), using the fact that inf a^> c^. > 0 and
P€P,-, ~p ~ ~*
v > q/(m-l). '~ 11
Next, we have
^s I-l/<2q+l>,^EpL(s^^(j/s^ib'ru)b - b'vj)bi)
T-l , A ~\2
pepu-Ftj-[(^)ViulJ v'lulu/u-u^.
, ,(2b-l)/(2,.l) ^ J M ^.,
'^rsr\,.,, ,^rwb'rw^'v \ -^ 2b/(2q+l)
(A.39)
r(2b-l)/(2q+l) _ T;1 T^ .-b.-m_ .. ...A
, ^-^.^ ^^ ^^ -,<-<^)v",(^(.).>
^ ^(2b-l)/(2q+l)
3^ J-l'.-'^p/ j-ri ui-t(,a^p,
,2




.SV.-J "I *T SUP varP <b'I'(J)b)
L|-[(S^)V]+I" J j^i '~pi<
,(2b-l)/(2q+l)^-2(b-l)v/(2q+l)^ _„_ „_ _ „ .^^ C^T— -'^-I-/T -v—/v/^4^/^ ^p ^^ (bT(J)b)
jsl rl
-» 0 as T -> co
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for some constants C^ and C-, in (0,°o), using the fact that a S a* <
inf a^ S £,. > 0, and v > 1 + l/(2b-2).
pepu
Equations (A.37), (A.38), and (A.39) combine to establish part (a).
We now prove part (b) . Let LHS denote the term that is claimed in part
(b) to converge to zero as T -» °n. Using the Lipschitz condition on k('), we
get





S C^l/S^ - l/S^p)jbT(j)b|
(A.40)







for some constant Co s (0,«), and hence,





















- D^ + D^.
Using the assumption on (S^), we obtain
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S yT|bT(j)b - bT^(j)bTP'
1/2
-* 0 as T-*«°
for some constant CQ e (0,«), since sup a^, < « and v > 1 + q/2.
PeP
In addition, we have
11
^ . T-V<2<+l^u, E,
pepll
(A.43)








since m > 2 implies that S j < a>.
J-l
Equations (A.41), (A.42), and (A.43) combine to establish part (b). D
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PROOF OF THEOREM 7: Under the assumptions on [S^],
H, - Urn T2t^+l) sup E,L(J^(si), J^)
T-» PeP^(a)
(A.44) > Urn T2<!/(2C1+1)E^ LCJ^S^), J^ )
T-»«> II i i "1
- Ms T2^<2<»+1)E^L(^(S^). J^) - H^
T-K» rl '• i irl
and
H, - Urn T2q/(2q+l) sup E^L(J,,(S;), J^)
T— PCP^(a)
(A.45) - Hm T2q/(2q+l) sup E^L(J^(S^), J^)
T— P€P^(a)
- Urn T2^<2<1+1)E,, L(J^S^ ), J^ ),
T^> rl x "1 "I
using Theorem 6 for the second equality of (A.45) and Theorems 1 and 5 and the
fact that S$o is the same for all P € P., i(a) for the last equality.
Equations (A.44) and (A.45) and Theorem 3 give the desired result
H^ - H^ S U^ - H^ ;s 0 with equality only If S^ - S^p + o(Tl/(2q+l)) as T -» ".
F-l
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"Consistency proofs require that the lag truncation parameters diverge to
infinity at a bounded rate as the sample size T goes to Infinity. This bounded
rate typically is an artifact of the method of proof, however, and is not
necessarily optimal in any respect. Furthermore, It is not sufficient to
determine an optimal rate of divergence; one needs a particular sequence of lag
truncation or bandwidth values.
3- . . . ..... . „ f 1 N
In particular, the estimand J^^ is given by Var|~^ S w | in Hansen
(1982), by I_(A°) and S^(A°) in Gallant (1987, pp. 549 and 570), by B° in
Gallant and White (1988, p. 100), and by Var^^I ^r^n, T^)) in Andrews and
Fair (1988).
4,
rNote that the parameter S,, indexes the "bandwidth" of the estimator in an
inversely proportional fashion.
5 ... r"> , 2
'.One advantage of the normalization J_^k~(x)dx - 1 is that the same norm-
alization can be applied to all kernels of interest that satisfy the other
2
requirements of K^ , since if J _k*"(x)dx - « the asymptotic variance of the cor-
responding estimator is infinite. In contrast, the convention in the spectral
density literature is to normalize kernels for which k(x) - 0 for all x suf-
ficiently large such that k(x) - 0 for all |x| > 1, to normalize kernels for
which the spectral window generator K(A) (defined in the text below) is 0 for
all |A| sufficiently large'such that K(A) - 0 for all \\\ > w, and to leave the
normalization of all other kernels unspecified.
'The lag truncation parameters of White (1984), White and Domowitz (1984),
Newey and West (1987), and Gallant and White (1988), viz., S., S., m, and m.
respectively, are equal to M^,-l in our notation when M^, is an integer. The
aforementioned authors consider only integer valued lag truncation parameters,
but there is no reason to restrict the estimators in this way and our formulae
below for optimal M,^ values yield real valued parameters.
For example, Newey and West (1987) define their weights as 1 - j/(m+l) for
j £ m and 0 otherwise, where m is an integer. In our notation, their weights
are 1 - j/M^, for j ^ M^, and 0 otherwise, where M^, is real-valued. If M^, is an
integer, then these weights are equivalent when M,^ - m+1.
The ARMA(1,1) model is parameterized as b'V^ - pb'V^ , + c.. + V>£^_i .
F-2
8- ..... ?




Several univariate approximating parametric models for (b'gV^),
S. - I, ..., r, are used here rather than a single approximate parametric model
for the vectors (V^). This approach has the advantage that it reduces consid-
erably the number of parameters to be estimated. It has the disadvantage that
its use requires the loss function used in the determination of the optimal
bandwidth parameter (see equation (5.1)) to be a function only of the loss
involved in estimating the main diagonal elements of J^o rather than all the
elements of J,^.
'The programming for the Monte Carlo results was done by Chris Monahan. The
computations were carried out on the twenty-plus IBM-AT PC'S at the Yale Uni-
versity Statistics Laboratory using the GAUSS normal random number generator.
'The truncated estimator p, rather than p^^, is used to construct PAR because
we do not want the performance of PAR to be dominated by a few observations for
which /».,o ^-8 "ear oc greater than one. Since p^p has a large downward bias
when p is large (say .9 or .95), the truncation at .97 does not affect many
observations even when p is large.
12_ - - .. - -
"The transformation used is described as follows. Let x denote the T X 4
matrix of pre-transformed, randomly generated, AR(1) regressor variables. Let
-n-.-i-V2
x denote x with its column means subtracted off. Let x - xlsx'xl . Define
the T x 5 matrix of transformed regressors to be X - [1^ ; x] . By
construction, X'X - TIg.
13.
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TABLE 1
Asymptotically Optimal Lag Truncation/Bandwidth Values for the
Newey-West/Bartlett, Gallant/Parzen, Tukey-Hanning, and QS Estimators for





























































































































































































































Ratio of MSE of White/truncated, Newey-West/Bartlett, Gallant/Parzen,
and Tukey-Hanning Estimators to MSE of QS Estimator
































































































































































Ratio of MSE of QS Estimator Using
First Order Asymptotically Optimal S^, Value, s$. to

































































































































Ratio of MSE of QS Estimator Using Automatic S^, Value, S to MSE































































































































Bias, Variance, and MSE of QS Estimator with Automatic S^ Value, S^,, and
True Confidence Levels for Nominal 99%, 95%, and 90% Confidence Internals
Constructed Using the QS Estimator with Automatic S^, Value


































































































































































































Bias and MSE of QS Estimator with Automatic S^ Value, S^,, and
True Confidence Level of Nominal 95% Confidence Internal
Constructed Using the QS Estimator with Automatic S^ Value
















































































































































































































Bias and MSE of QS Estimator with Automatic S^, Value, S^, and
True Confidence Levels of Nominal 95% Confidence Interval Constructed
Using the QS Estimator with Automatic S^, Value for the AR(1)-HOMO,
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FIGURE 1 - Examples of Kernels.
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